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Batch Overview
To add or update information in your database, you can add or edit an individual record with the
appropriate information. When you add or edit many records at once, this process may take a long
time, depending on the number of records affected. Batch is an alternate method to add or update
records in your database.
With Batch, you enter and update information on records quickly because you do not open each
individual record. Instead, you create a batch template to specify the fields to add or update in each
various type of record. The program lists the selected fields as fields in a spreadsheet, called a batch,
so you can efficiently enter information in the database. When you create a batch template, you also
select a batch workflow, which defines the process a batch goes through to add or update its records
in your database.
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Effective time and data management are integral to the success of your organization. When your
efforts are streamlined and consistent, you can devote more time to your organization's mission and
goals.
In this guide, we outline two powerful tools for data management: Batch and Import.
With Batch, you can add or update multiple records in your database at once. This is an efficient
alternative to working with records individually and saves time. When you work with records in bulk,
you eliminate the need to open and work with each individual record. For example, when you have
similar information such as a group of volunteer timesheets from Saturday's Walk-A-Thon, it is much
easier to add that information to your database in a group format using a timesheet batch.
A batch has the look and feel of a spreadsheet and can contain as few or as many fields as you need.
When you commit (apply and save) the batch to your database, a record is created for each row of data
you entered in the batch spreadsheet. When rows include edits to existing records, upon committal,
those records are updated in your database.
Import is a tool that relies heavily on Batch and helps you manage external data that you want to add to
your database. For example, using a spreadsheet, you gathered a large amount of information about
potential donors including names, addresses, and other related data. It is logical to bring this data into
your database, in bulk, using a batch. Together, Batch and Import can help you organize and work with
large amounts of data, which saves time and promotes a consistent workflow.
Show Me: Watch this video for a high-level overview of Batch
Show Me: Watch this video for a high-level overview of Import

Full Circle View
Batch is divided into three main areas: Batch entry, Batch search, and Commit multiple batches. To
access Batch, click Batch from Administration. From the Batch page that displays, you can access the
three areas and the associated tasks.
Import is located in Administration. While Import can be accessed from Administration, you can also
access import tasks directly from Batch.

Batch Entry
From Batch entry, you can access several configuration tasks to ensure a consistent environment for
your batch processes. Before you create and manage batches, you must first specify batch numbering
schemes, workflows, and templates. For more information about these configuration tasks, see Batch
Configuration on page 11.
Once you complete the necessary configuration options, you can begin to create and manage batches
using the Uncommitted Batches and Committed Batches tabs. For information about these tabs and
the tasks associated with them, see Batch Entry.
Tip: Several reports are available to help you track the records entered in a batch and correct the
exceptions generated when you commit a batch. For more information, see Batch Entry Reports.

Batch Search
From Batch search, you can search for and open a batch. Before you create and manage batches, we
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recommend you search for a batch to see if it already exists. You can use Batch search in
Administration or from the action bar on the Batch Entry page. For more information, see Batch Search
on page 142.

Import
Import relies heavily on Batch as you must base your import on a batch template. You can work with
Import tasks directly from Administration or within Batch. For more information, see Import.

Life of a Batch
Regardless of the batch type you create, the process or "life" of a batch includes similar steps. Use the
following list to review descriptions for each step and how they relate to each other.

1. Configure batch numbering scheme
First, you must configure a manual or auto-generated batch numbering scheme. With manual
numbering schemes, you enter a batch number for the specific batch. With auto-generated numbering
schemes, you define the batch identifier, date formats, and the order they display. For details, see
Configure Batch Numbering Schemes on page 12.

2. Configure batch workflow
Next, configure a batch workflow. The batch workflow determines the series of statuses the batch must
complete before its records can commit to the database. For details, see Configure Batch Workflows
on page 15.

3. Configure batch template
Before you can enter data into a batch, you must create a batch template to select the batch type,
numbering scheme, and workflow. Batch templates define basic information about a batch, such as
fields and default values for the fields. Once you specify a template and create a batch, the specified
fields appear in the batch spreadsheet, so you can quickly enter information in the database. For
details, see Configure Batch Templates on page 19.

4. Create an uncommitted batch
Next, create an uncommitted batch. When you enter data into a batch, the batch is considered
uncommitted (not yet applied or saved to your database). You can add a batch from Batch entry, or
the program can create a batch using an import process. When a batch is uncommitted, its data has not
yet created or updated records in your database. You can continue to edit the data entered in an
uncommitted batch or move an uncommitted batch through its workflow. For details, see
Uncommitted Batches on page 131.

5. Search for a batch
Once you create a batch, you can use Batch search to locate it. For details, see Batch Search on page
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142.

6. Commit a batch
Once data entry is complete, you can commit the batch. When you commit the batch, the program
uses the data entered in the batch to create or update records in your database. For details, see
Committed Batches on page 139.
Tip: Constituent batch is an example of a batch that adds new records. Other batch types, including
constituent update batch, applies updated information to existing records.

7. Review batch reports
Once a batch is committed, you can use several batch reports to review committed data as well as any
exceptions (records that did not commit) that occurred. For details, see Batch Entry Reports.
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Life of an Import Process
Import relies heavily on Batch as you must base your import on a batch template. You can work with
Import tasks directly from Administration or within Batch. Regardless of the import you create, the
process or "life" of an import includes similar steps. Use the following list to review descriptions for
each step and how they relate to each other.

1. Configure import sources
Before you can create import processes, the system administrator must configure the import source
locations where import files are stored on Secured FTP servers or a shared network directory. Each
source includes a URL or file path and the credentials to access the location. When you create a new
import process, you select the import source file location for that process. For details, see Configure
Import Sources on page 162.

2. Configure import file mapping templates
An import file mapping template specifies how to map fields from an import file to a batch template.
The template allows you to map fields once rather than manually mapping them each time you create
an import process. After you create an import file mapping template, you can use it with any import
process associated with the same batch template. For details, see Configure Import File Templates on
page 157.

3. Generate import header file
To ease the mapping of fields to their corresponding header values in an import field, you can
generate a comma-separated value (*.csv) file that automatically includes the header values for a batch
template. After you generate the header file, you can enter data into the header file rows and save the
file. It is important to save the file in a location recognized by SFTP or the network directory. For
details, see Generate Import Header File on page 164.

4. Add an import process
Create an import process that generates a batch to add or update information from a file created in
another application. For example, during an event, you may not have access to the program. Instead,
you enter data in a spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel. After you save the spreadsheet, you
can create an import process to bring that information into your database. When you add an import
process, you select a batch template to use as the basis for the process. For details, see Add an Import
Process on page 165

5. Start an import process
When you start an import process, the program uses the selected batch template to import the
information in the selected import file into a new batch. After the process runs, the new batch appears
on the Uncommitted Batches tab of the Batch Entry page. For details, see Start an Import Process on
page 176.
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6. Commit a batch
From the Uncommitted Batches tab, you can commit the batch. The program uses the data entered in
the batch to create or update records in your database. For details, see Committed Batches on page
139.

7. Batch reports
Once a batch is committed, you can use several batch reports to review committed data as well as any
exceptions (records that did not commit) that occurred. For details, see Batch Entry Reports.
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Tips and Considerations
The following list highlights specific tips and considerations to help you save time and streamline your
workflow.

Data Management
l

l

l

Take care of your data - carefully consider best practices and streamlined workflows before you
begin working in the program. Consistent data entry promotes healthy data management.
Think about instances where you may need to export (push out) data from your database with
plans to import the data back in at a later time. For example, you create an import file of
constituent addresses and export them out of your database to be reviewed by an outside
source. When the addresses are updated, you create an import process (based on a batch
template) to bring that data back in. As a best practice, we recommend you use caution when
you import or export data to or from your database.
Carefully consider whether or not it is a best practice for you to delete a batch after committing
it to the database. You can select the Delete batch after committing option when you add a
batch template, a new batch, and when you specify commit parameters. When you delete a
batch, it is permanently removed from your database and you cannot reuse its batch number.
Each batch number must be unique.

Save Time
l

l

l

To automatically save each row in the batch data entry grid as you work, select Enable autosave. Each time you tab to a new row in the grid, the batch automatically saves. Saving frequently
protects your data and offers one less step to think about. You can set this option when you add
a batch template as well as a new batch. For more information, see Add a Batch Template on
page 20.
You can create recurring import processes for imports used multiple times with different import
files. For example, an import process can pull files with similar names repeatedly from the same
location. For more information, see Import.
When creating a new batch template and batch, or when you customize fields for a batch, you
can work with default fields and values. Defaults are guidelines you set up to simplify data entry.
For more information, see Add a Batch Template on page 20.

Navigation
l

l

l

When you minimize a batch data entry screen, the screen appears as a link at the bottom right of
your browser. To maximize the screen, click the link.
As you enter information into a batch, you can use the toolbar ribbon to quickly find commands
you need to complete a task. The tasks on the toolbar ribbon are unique to each batch type, and
are grouped together under sections. Each section on the toolbar ribbon relates to a type of
activity, such as Configuration, Processes, or Messages. For more information, see Batch Entry
Toolbar on page 144.
On the batch data entry screen, to quickly perform tasks on the toolbar ribbon using your
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keyboard, click Ctrl + M. Shortcut keys are then displayed over each task that is available in the
current view.
To access a task on the toolbar ribbon, click the corresponding letter. To exit the shortcut key
display mode, you can select Esc, or simply click your mouse.
l
l

l

l

To move quickly to the first field of the next batch row, click CTRL ENTER on your keyboard.
In the batch data entry grid, some fields also include a sub grid that displays several associated
fields for data entry. For example, when you click in the Phones field in the batch data entry grid,
a sub grid displays additional fields, such as Phone type, Seasonal start, and Seasonal end.
At times, fields on the batch data entry screen may be disabled. Certain actions may also be
disabled in the toolbar. Disabled fields and actions are directly related to the type of batch you
are using as well as the type of action you are trying to complete. For example, in an constituent
update batch, you must select a constituent in the Constituent field to enable the Set row
message task on the toolbar.
When a batch is ready to move to the next step in the workflow, you can update its status.
For example, your organization’s workflow for a constituent batch specifies that after you enter
data into a batch, an approver must validate the data entry before the program commits the
batch to the database. To submit the batch for approval, you must update its status to the next
status of the workflow. You can update a batch to the next workflow status from the Batch Entry
page or the batch data entry screen. For more information, see Update a Batch to the Next
Workflow Status on page 137.

Helpful References
l

You can import a variety of record types into your database. For details about data entry fields
for a specific record type, you can review the relevent user guide located on our How-to
Documentation page. For example, you can use the Constituent Batch Basic template to add or
import multiple new constituent records. For more information, see the Constituents Guide. You
can also use the Event Batch Basic template to add or import multiple new event records. For
more information, see the Events Guide.
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Mark a Batch Template as Inactive or Active

30

In Batch entry, before you create and manage batches, we recommend you work with the following
batch configuration tasks to ensure a consistent environment for your batch processes:
l

l

l

Configure a batch numbering scheme to determine how the program generates numbers to
identify a batch.
Configure a batch workflow to determine the states the batch must complete before its records
can commit to the database.
Configure a batch template to define basic information about the batch, such as fields included
in the batch and default values for the fields.

Note: Before you work with batch configuration tasks, we recommend you review Life of a Batch on
page 4.

Configure Batch Numbering Schemes
On the Batch Numbering Schemes page, you manage the batch numbering schemes used to create
batches. Numbering schemes are used to determine how the program generates numbers to identify a
batch. Generated numbers can contain a sequence number, the date, and a user-defined label. When
you search for a batch at a later time, you can easily use the batch number to identify the one you want.
To access the Batch Numbering Schemes page, click Batch entry in Administration. From the Batch
Entry page, click Batch numbering schemes under Configuration.

The Batch numbering schemes grid displays batch numbering schemes in your database. For each
numbering scheme, you can view its name and next available batch number.
To update the information that appears in the grid, click Refresh on the action bar.
Tip: After you add a batch numbering scheme, you can edit its name or default settings. You can also
select to restart the numbering of the next available batch number to the default sequence start.
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Warning: You cannot delete a numbering scheme currently in use by a batch template.

Add Batch Numbering Schemes
You can create two types of numbering schemes: manual or auto-generated.
With manual numbering schemes, you enter the batch number as you create batches. The batch
number options are disabled and you specify only the exception identifier.
Note: Integration batches and import batches cannot use a template that contains a "Manual"
numbering scheme.
When you want the program to assign numbers to new batches automatically, create an autogenerated numbering scheme. For auto-generated numbering schemes, you can define the batch
identifier and date formats, as well as the order they display.

Add a batch numbering scheme
1. From the Batch page in Administration, click Batch entry. The Batch Entry page appears.
2. Under Configuration, click Batch numbering schemes. The Batch Numbering Schemes page
appears.
3. On the action bar of the Batch numbering schemes grid, click Add. The Add a batch
numbering scheme screen appears.

4. In the Name field, enter a unique name to help identify the numbering scheme. For example,
enter a name related to the type of batch that will be used with this numbering scheme.
5. In the Type field, select how the batch number scheme will be created.
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Your choices are “Auto-generated” or “Manual.” When you select “Manual,” options under
Batch number are disabled and you can only specify the exception identifier. When you
create an "Auto-generated" numbering scheme, you define the batch identifier and date
formats, and the order in which they appear. The program assigns batch numbers for new
batches automatically.
6. Under Batch number, select whether to include a batch identifier and date for the
automatically generated batch numbers. To include these elements, select the corresponding
checkbox.
7. In the Order column, select the order in which each selected element appears in the batch
number.
8. In the Details column, enter the default settings for each selected element.
a. In the Next sequence field, enter the first number to use when the program starts to create
batches with the numbering scheme. You can also select a separator to use between the
batch elements.
b. In the Leading zeroes field, select the number format for the batch number sequence. The
program formats leading zeroes based on the number used in the next sequence. For
example, if the next sequence is 99 and the leading zero format is 0#, the batch number is
100. The batch number is not restricted to two digits. The number of zeroes plus the # sign
represent how many digits show initially. When the next sequence number does not contain
as many digits, leading zeroes are used. The leading zeroes format does not restrict the
sequence to a specific number of digits; it simply requires a minimum number of digits.
c. When you select to include a batch identifier in the batch number, in the Batch identifier
field, enter the text to appear in batch numbers generated with the scheme. You can also
select a separator to use between the batch elements.
d. When you select to include the batch creation date in the batch number, in the Date field,
select the format for the date such as MM-DD-YY. You can also select a separator to use
between the batch elements.
9. Under Exception batches, select the type of batch number to assign to exception batches that
are generated when you commit batches.
• To use the selected numbering scheme to generate a new batch number for the exception
batches, select Use the next available batch number.
• To use the number assigned to the original batch with a sequential number to indicate its
order in exception batches generated from the batch, select Use the original batch number
and append an exception sequence. For example, when you select this option, the number
of the second exception batch generated when you commit a batch is the original batch
number followed by “2.”
To use a label to specify an exception batch, enter a number in the Exception identifier field.
This appears between the original batch number and the number of the exception batch.
Keep in mind, the separator for the last field in the batch number applies to the exception
batch number for the auto-generated numbering schemes.
Note: Before you save the numbering scheme, we recommend you verify that batch numbers are
formatted correctly in the preview fields.
10. Click Save. You return to the Batch Numbering Schemes page. The new numbering scheme
now displays in the Batch numbering schemes grid.
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Configure Batch Workflows
On the Batch Workflows page, you manage the batch workflows used to create batch templates. The
batch workflow determines the batch states the batch must complete before its records can commit to
the database.
To access the Batch Workflows page, click Batch entry in Administration. From the Batch Entry page,
click Batch workflows under Configuration.

The Batch workflows grid displays the batch workflows in your database. Once you create a batch
workflow record, you then access the workflow record to specify batch statuses and the steps available
for each status. After you create a workflow, you can then create a batch template. To access a
workflow record, click the record's name in the grid. To edit or delete a workflow, click the double
arrows next to a workflow to expand its row and display an action bar. From the action bar, click Edit
or Delete.
Warning: When a batch workflow is associated with a batch template, you cannot delete the batch
workflow until it is removed from use on the batch template.

Add a Batch Workflow
The batch workflow determines the statuses and steps the batch must go through before a user can
commit its records to the database. Before you specify the statuses and steps, you must first create and
name your batch workflow record. For information, see Batch Workflow Record on page 16.

Add a batch workflow
1. From the Batch page in Administration, click Batch entry. The Batch Entry page appears.
2. Under Configuration, click Batch workflows. The Batch Workflows page appears.
3. On the action bar of the Batch workflows grid, click Add. The Add batch workflow screen
appears.
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4. Enter a unique name to help identify the batch workflow.
5. Click Save. The batch workflow record appears. On the batch workflow record, you must
specify statuses and steps. For information, see Batch Workflow Record on page 16.
Once you specify a workflow's statuses and steps, review the workflow to make sure it is
complete and correctly moves a batch to committal.

Batch Workflow Record
From the batch workflow record, you can define and manage the status values of the batch workflow
and the steps used to transition a batch from one status to another.
Each batch template in your database can have a unique workflow. For example, in the workflow for a
constituent batch, your organization may allow the batch to be committed directly from the data entry
status. Or, your organization may require that the data entry of a batch be approved before committal.
To access a batch workflow record, in the Batch workflows grid, click the name of the workflow.

Note: To return to the Batch Workflows page, click Batch Workflows at the top of the record.
On the batch workflow record, the Step 1: Define status values used with the workflow grid lists the
batch status values associated with the workflow. For each status, you can view whether or not it is the
initial status of the workflow and whether or not users can edit and commit the data of a batch in that
status. For more information about workflow statuses, see Add a Batch Workflow Status on page 16.
The Step 2: Define the steps used to transition a batch from on status to another grid displays the
steps used to transition a batch from one status to another. For more information, see Add or Edit a
Batch Workflow Step on page 18.

Add a Batch Workflow Status
The batch workflow defines the basic process of the batch. When you add a batch workflow, you must
add status values to determine the process a batch must complete before its records commit to the
database.
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Add a batch workflow status
1. On the batch workflow record, click Add on the action bar of the Define status values used
with the workflow grid. The Add a batch workflow status screen appears.
Note: You can also access the Add a batch workflow status screen within the From status and To
status fields on the Edit batch workflow steps screen.

2. On the General tab, enter a unique name to help identify the batch workflow status.
3. Select how to handle a batch in this status and whether this is the first status in the workflow.
• To designate this as the first status in the workflow, select This is the initial status for the
workflow. You can select this option for only one status in the workflow. When an existing
status in the workflow is currently specified as the initial status, the program automatically
deselects This is the initial status for the workflow for that status.
Note: To use a workflow on a batch template, the workflow must include one status where This is
the initial status for the workflow is selected.
• In this status, to enable users to edit a batch, select Allow batch to be edited in this status.
When you select this option, users can edit the data entry of the batch.
• In this status, to enable users to commit the records of a batch to the database, select Allow
batch to be committed when in this status. Depending on the workflow, you can enable a
batch to be committed from multiple statuses. If you select this option, Only allow commit
when projected totals match batch totals is enabled. Select this option to ensure projected
totals and batch totals match before committing the batch.
• In the Days allowed before batch is overdue field, enter the number of days the batch can
be in this status before it is considered overdue. The maximum number of days you can enter
is 255. When you set this field to be greater than zero for a workflow status, an exclamation
point appears in the Batch number column for any batches on the Uncommitted Batches tab
that have been in the status longer than the specified number of days. To specify no time limit
on the workflow status, leave the default setting of “0.”
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4. Select the Permissions tab. On this tab, you specify roles that have access to batches in this
status.
5. The System roles box displays all roles that have access to batches in this status. For each
system role, specify access rights as necessary.
• To enable users in a specific system role to access batches in this status, select the role in the
System roles box and click Grant on the action bar. A green checkmark appears next to the
system role you selected.
• To prevent users in a specific system role from accessing batches in this status, select the role
in the System roles box and click Deny on the action bar. A lock icon appears next to the
system role you selected. When a user is associated with multiple system roles and one of
those roles is denied access rights to a batch in this status, the user cannot access the batch
even when another of the user's system roles is granted rights.
• To neither grant nor deny a system role access rights to a batch in this status, select the role in
the System roles box and click Clear on the action bar. When left clear, and the user does not
have system administrator rights, the user cannot access the batch in this status.
• To remove all granted and denied statuses assigned to the system roles, click Clear all on the
action bar.
6. Click Save. You return to the batch workflow record. The new workflow status appears in the
Step 1: Define status values used with the workflow grid.

Add or Edit a Batch Workflow Step
Once you define a workflow status, you can then specify the steps the user can perform with a batch in
that status. The step you select determines the next status in the batch workflow.
For example:
From status: “Open” Step name: “Submit for Review” To status: “Submitted”
From status: “Submitted” Step name: “Approve” To status: “Approved”
From status: “Submitted” Step name: “Reject” To status: “Open”
You add batch workflow step from the Step 2: Define the steps used to transition a batch from one
status to another grid on the workflow record.

Add or edit a batch workflow step
1. On the batch workflow record, click Edit on the action bar of the Step 2: Define the steps
used to transition a batch from one status to another grid. The Edit batch workflow steps
screen appears.
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2. In the From status field, select the status the batch moves when the user performs the step.
When necessary, you can add a new workflow status from this field.
3. In the Step name field, enter a unique name to help identify the workflow step.
4. In the To status field, select the status to which the batch moves when the user performs the
step. When necessary, you can add a new workflow status from this field.
5. Click Save. You return to the batch workflow record.

Configure Batch Templates
On the Batch Templates page, you manage the batch templates used to create batches. Batch
templates define basic information about the batch, such as fields included in the batch and default
values for the fields.
When you create a batch template, you select the batch type (such Constituent) and a workflow. The
workflow defines the process a batch goes through during the add or update process.
To access the Batch Templates page, click Batch entry in Administration. From the Batch Entry page,
click Batch templates under Configuration.

The Batch templates grid displays all batch templates currently in your database. To limit the batch
templates that appear in the grid to those of a specific type of data, click Filters on the action bar. The
Category field appears. In the Category field, select the category by which to filter the templates and
click Apply. For example, if you manage multiple batch types and want to view only templates for
constituent batches, select “Constituent” and click Apply. You can also select whether to include
inactive batch templates in the grid. To update the information that appears in the grid, click Refresh
on the action bar.
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When you create a batch template, you select the batch type, numbering scheme, and workflow, and
specify any additional fields and defaults to use in the batch’s records. From the grid, you can perform
several tasks to manage your batch templates.
Tip: You can use the same batch template for multiple batches.

Add a Batch Template
Before you can add a batch to the database, you must create the batch template. Batch templates
define basic information about the batch, such as the fields included in the batch and default values for
the fields.
To add a batch template, select Add on the action bar of the Batch Templates page in Batch entry.
The Select a batch type screen appears where you can select a batch type to use as the basis for your
new batch template. Use the Category field to narrow the batch types that display.
After you select a batch type, click OK.
The Add a batch template screen displays and includes a series of tabs designed to walk you through
the process of creating a batch template.
l

l
l

l
l

On the Let's Get Started tab, work with the batch template name, workflow, and numbering
scheme.
On the Select Fields and Defaults tab, specify how the template be used.
On the Configure Options tab, specify options for commit, constituent matching, and
constituent updates.
On the Set Permissions tab, assign permissions to the batch template.
On the Confirm and Save tab, review batch template information to ensure the fields and
options you selected are accurate, and save.

From any of the tabs, use Previous and Next to move between the tabs, or click the links at the top of
the screen.
Tip: A blue circle indicates the tab you are currently using. When required information is missing, a
yellow warning appears.

Let's get started
1. From the Add a batch template screen, click Let's get started. The Let's get started tab
appears. For more information about how to access the Add a batch template screen, see Add
a Batch Template on page 20.
Tip: Use Previous and Next to move between the tabs, or click the links at the top of the screen.
A blue circle indicates the tab you are currently using. When required information is missing, a
yellow warning appears.
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2. In the Workflow name field, select the workflow to use with this template. This field displays
all workflows in your database that have a status designated as an initial state. When the
workflow you want does not appear in the drop-down list, you can add the workflow to the
database. For more information about batch workflows, see Configure Batch Workflows on
page 15.
3. In the Numbering scheme field, select the numbering scheme to use with this template. You
can also select to add a new numbering scheme from this field.
When you use a global numbering scheme (one that has been marked required), the
Numbering scheme field displays the name of the global scheme and is disabled. For more
information about numbering schemes, see Configure Batch Numbering Schemes on page 12.
4. Select Enable auto-save when you want the batch to automatically save each row as you work.
5. Click Next to move to the Select fields and defaults tab.

Select fields and defaults
1. From the Add a batch template screen, click Select fields and defaults. The Select fields and
defaults tab appears. For more information about how to access the Add a batch template
screen, see Add a Batch Template on page 20.
Tip: Use Previous and Next to move between the tabs, or click the links at the top of the screen.
A blue circle indicates the tab you are currently using. When required information is missing, a
yellow warning appears.
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2. Under Select fields and defaults, in the Template use field, specify how the template is used.
This field is enabled only with certain batch types.
• Select “Batch entry and import” to make the template available for both importing and batch
entry.
• Select “Batch entry only” to make the template available only for batch entry.
• Select “Import only” to make the template available only for importing. When you select this
option, the template is not available for selection when creating a new batch.
3. In the Available field options box, a list of all the fields available to use in the batch template
appears. The selected batch type determines which fields appear in this box. When a + symbol
appears next to an entry in the Available field options box, you can click the + symbol to
view a list of field names grouped under the heading.
In the Selected fields box, fields required by the selected batch type are marked Required.
Any fields that cannot be removed from the Selected fields box are marked Locked. Add any
additional fields to include in the batch template. To move fields to the Selected fields box,
select them in the Available field options box and click the right arrow. You can select
multiple fields and move groups, and move entire folders. When a field appears in the
Selected fields box, it is disabled in the Available field options box.
Note: To move fields to the Selected fields box, you can also drag and drop them from one box
to another.
Note: When you design a constituent batch, you can select to add the Constituent security
attribute field. When you add this field and select a security group as a field default or during
batch data entry, only users in the selected security group can manage constituent records created
during batch committal.
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Note: When creating an Event Registrant template, when you select a status of “Registered (will
not attend),” the application automatically sets the Attended field to “No.”
4. The order of the fields in the Selected fields box is the order the fields appear in the batch.
Once you select all the fields to use in the batch, use the up and down arrows to arrange their
order. You can also drag the fields up and down to arrange their order.
5. Under Default value, set the default setting for the fields or checkboxes in the Selected fields
box as necessary.
a. To set a default setting for a field, select it in the Selected fields box and, under Default
value, enter its default value.
b. To mark a checkbox in the Selected fields box by default, select it in the Selected fields box
and, under Default value, mark its checkbox. When you enter data into the batch, the
selected checkbox is automatically marked. For example, when you include the Do not send
mail to this address checkbox in a constituent batch and want it automatically marked in the
batch, select it in the Selected fields box and mark its checkbox under Default value.
c. When you set a default value for an item in the Selected fields box and do not expect its
value to change for any record entered in the batch, you can hide the field. When you hide a
field or checkbox, it does not appear in the batch for data entry. Records added to the batch
automatically include the default value. To hide a field or checkbox, select it in the Selected
fields box and mark Hidden under Default value.
d. To make a field or checkbox required in the batch, select it in the Selected fields box and
mark Required under Default value.
Note: Some fields are automatically marked as Required, as specified by the selected batch type.
When the batch type requires a field, you cannot deselect the Required checkbox for the field.
Tip: To prevent the creation of blank address records, we recommend you delete default address
information from the batch row when you add a record with no address data.
6. Click Next to move to the Configure options tab.

Configure options
1. From the Add a batch template screen, click Configure options. The Configure options tab
appears. For more information about how to access the Add a batch template screen, see Add
a Batch Template on page 20.
Tip: Use Previous and Next to move between the tabs, or click the links at the top of the screen.
A blue circle indicates the tab you are currently using. When required information is missing, a
yellow warning appears.
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2. Under Configure options, on the Commit options tab, select which actions the program
should complete when it commits the batch.
• To validate the batch before you commit it to the database, select Validate batch before
committing.
Note: When you validate a batch, the program examines all the information entered in the batch
before committing.
• To delete the batch after you commit it to the database, select Delete batch after
committing. When you select to delete a batch after you commit it to your database, you
cannot reuse its batch number. Each batch number must be unique.
• To create a batch of all records that do not commit to the database, select Create exception
batch.
• To generate a control report after you commit the batch to the database, select Create
control report. The control report describes the committed batch and provides information
about the records included in the batch.
3. Under Configure options, select the Constituent matching tab.
Note: Constituent matching is available for only Constituent Update batch templates.
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4. On the Constituent matching tab, you can use matching settings to identify records in the
batch that may already exist as constituents in your database. When you select Use global
settings, the percentages default from the global settings defined on the Constituent
matching settings page in Administration. When you select this option, matching settings on
the template are updated automatically any time you update matching settings in
Administration.
To change the default settings, clear Use global settings and select Check for records that
match existing constituents. The thresholds defined on this screen apply to all batches
produced from this batch template.
a. Edit the percentage range for the Matched constituents threshold. Batch records with
match scores in this range likely match records that already exist in the database. When the
program finds a match, it automatically assigns the record ID from the existing record to the
matched record in the import.
Note: For Constituent Update batches, the program may update the existing constituent with
information from the incoming constituent according to the constituent update rules. For more
information, see the Administration Guide.
b. Edit the percentage range for the Possible matches threshold. Records with match scores in
this range are similar enough to existing records to be possible matches, but different
enough to require manual review. During validation, the program prompts you to compare
the matched constituents and to choose whether to update the existing record or create a
new one for the incoming constituent.
For more information about how to compare records on the duplicate resolution screen, see
Resolve Duplicate Constituents in a Batch on page 150.
c. The percentage range for the No match threshold is based on your settings for the upper
thresholds. Batch records with match scores in this range probably do not match an existing
record. The action that occurs depends on the batch type. For Constituent Update batches,
the program creates a new record.
5. Click Next to move to the Set permissions tab.

Commit Options
On the Commit options tab under Configure options, you can specify which actions the program
should complete when it commits the batch.

Screen Item

Description

Validate batch
Select this checkbox to validate the batch before you commit it to the database. When
before committing you validate a batch, the program examines all the information entered in the batch to
determine whether data entry errors exist.
Create control
report

Select this checkbox to generate a control report after you commit the batch to the
database. The control report describes the committed batch and provides information
about the records included in the batch.
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Constituent Matching
Note: Options on the Constituent matching tab do not apply if the feature is not turned on via the
Enable/disable matching configuration task in Administration.
On the Constituent matching tab under Configure options, use the threshold settings to define three
percentage ranges or "thresholds" for match confidences that determine when incoming records are
matches, possible matches, or not matches based on their match scores. Match confidence compares
field values from the new record with existing records and assigns match scores for fields weighted by
field type. Match confidence is calculated based on the degree of similarity between the first names,
last/organization names, middle names, suffixes, titles, addresses, and zip codes. For more information
about how match confidence scores are calculated, see the Administration Guide.
Note: The Constituent matching tab is available for Constituent Update batch templates.
The program performs different actions for each threshold as described in this table:

Screen Item

Description

Use global settings When you select Use global settings, matching thresholds default from the Constituent
Matching Settings page in Administration. If you update the matching settings in
Administration, the program updates the settings on this batch template accordingly.
To set different matching settings for a batch template, clear Use global settings, select
Check for records
that match existing Check for records that match existing constituents, and then adjust the thresholds.
constituents
Process
automatically

Edit the percentage range for the Matched constituents threshold. Batch records with
match scores in this range likely match records that already exist in the database. When
the program finds a match, it automatically assigns the record ID from the existing record
to the matched record in the batch. This process occurs behind the scenes and requires
no actions from users.
Note: For Constituent Update batches, the program may update the existing constituent
with information from the incoming constituent according to the constituent update
rules. For more information, see the Administration Guide.
You can clear Process automatically to turn off automatic updates.

Review matches

Edit the percentage range for the Possible matches threshold. Batch records with match
scores in this range are similar enough to existing records to be possible matches, but
different enough to require manual review. The program prompts you to compare the
matched constituents and to choose whether to update the existing record or create a
new one for the incoming constituent.
For more information about how to compare records on the duplicate resolution screen,
see Resolve Duplicate Constituents in a Batch on page 150.
You can clear Review matches to turn off manual reviews.

Create new record

The percentage range for the Create new record threshold is based on your settings for
the upper thresholds. Batch records with match scores in this range probably do not
match an existing record.
The program creates a new record behind the scenes and requires no actions from users.
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Set permissions
1. From the Add a batch template screen, click Set permissions. The Set permissions tab appears.
For more information about how to access the Add a batch template screen, see Add a Batch
Template on page 20.
Tip: Use Previous and Next to move between the tabs, or click the links at the top of the screen.
A blue circle indicates the tab you are currently using. When required information is missing, a
yellow warning appears.

2. Under Set permissions, in the System roles box on the left, you can assign permissions to edit
this batch template.
• To enable users in a specific system role to edit the batch template, select the system role and
click Grant on the action bar. The status of the selected system role changes to GRANTED.
• To prevent users in a specific system role from administering the batch template, select the
system role and click Deny on the action bar. The status of the selected system role changes
to DENIED. When a user has multiple system roles and one of those roles is denied access
rights, the user cannot administer the batch template, even when another of the user's system
roles is granted rights.
• To remove the GRANTED or DENIED status assigned to a system role, select the role and click
Clear on the action bar. In this case, you do not want to grant a user in a specific system role
access rights, but you also do not want to prevent the user from administering the batch
template. This situation may occur for users with multiple system roles. The Clear option
neither grants nor denies the system role administrator rights to the batch template.
• To remove all GRANTED and DENIED statuses assigned to the system roles, click Clear all on
the action bar.
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3. In the System roles box on the right, you can assign permissions to customize fields within a
batch.
• To enable users in a specific system role to customize the fields within a batch, select the
system role and click Grant on the action bar. The status of the selected system role changes
to GRANTED.
• To prevent users in a specific system role from customizing the batch template, select the role
in the System role box and click Deny on the action bar. The status of the selected system
role changes to DENIED. If a user has multiple system roles and one of those roles is denied
access rights, the user cannot customize the batch template, even if another of the user's
system roles is granted rights.
• To remove the GRANTED or DENIED status assigned to a system role, select the role in the
System role box and click Clear on the action bar. In this case, you do not want to grant a user
in a specific system role access rights, but you also do not want to prevent the user from
customizing the batch template. This situation may occur for users with multiple system roles.
The Clear option neither grants nor denies the system role rights to customize the batch
template.
• To remove all GRANTED and DENIED statuses assigned to the system roles, click Clear all on
the action bar.
4. Click Next to move to the Confirm and save tab.

Confirm and save
1. From the Add a batch template screen, click Confirm and save. The Confirm and save tab
appears. For more information about how to access the Add a batch template screen, see Add
a Batch Template on page 20.
Tip: Use Previous and Next to move between the tabs, or click the links at the top of the screen.
A blue circle indicates the tab you are currently using. When required information is missing, a
yellow warning appears.
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2. Under Confirm and save, review the batch template information to ensure the fields and
options you selected are accurate.
3. Click Save to save the template and return to the Batch Templates page.

Copy a Batch Template
With Batch entry, you can easily create a new batch template based on a template already in your
database. When you copy a batch template, you create a new batch template with the same batch type
and workflow and same selected fields and field defaults as the selected batch template. This saves
you time, as you do not need to recreate the field selection already used in another batch template.
Once you create the new batch template, you can edit it, such as to adjust the selected fields or field
defaults.

Copy a batch template
1. From the Batch page in Administration, click Batch entry. The Batch Entry page appears.
2. Under Configuration, click Batch templates. The Batch Templates page appears.
3. In the Batch templates grid, click the double arrows next to the template you want to copy.
From the expanded row that appears, click Copy on the action bar. The Copy batch template
screen appears.
Tip: You can limit the batch templates that appear in the Batch templates grid to those of a
specific type of data. To filter the grid, click Filters and, in the Category field, select the category
by which to filter the batches. To display inactive batch templates in the grid, mark Include
inactive. To view the batch templates that meet the specified filters, click Apply.
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4. Enter a unique name and description to identify the new batch template.
5. Click Save. You return to the Batch Templates page. In the Batch templates grid, the new
batch template appears.
6. Edit the new batch template as necessary. For example, adjust the selected fields or field
defaults.

Import Data into a Batch Template
In Batch entry, you can import data from a spreadsheet created in another application into the
database. For example, you enter information about new constituents into a spreadsheet application
such as Microsoft Excel. You can then create a business process to easily import the information from
the spreadsheet into a batch template.
You can add an import process from the Batch Templates page. In the Batch templates grid, click the
double arrows next to the batch template you want to use to capture the imported data. From the
expanded row that appears, click Create import on the action bar. The Add import process screen
appears. For information about this process, see Add an Import Process on page 165.

Mark a Batch Template as Inactive or Active
When you mark a batch template as inactive, users can no longer use it to create batches. For example,
your organization may no longer use a specific template.
To mark a batch template inactive, from the Batch Entry page in Administration, click Batch templates
under Configuration. The Batch Templates page appears. In the Batch templates grid, click the
double arrows next to a template to expand its row. On the action bar, click Mark inactive.
Tip: Inactive batch templates do not display in the Batch templates grid. To view them, ensure you
select Include inactive as a filter.
Alternatively, you can mark an inactive batch template as active to ensure your organization can use it
to create a batch. To do this, from the same action bar, click Mark active.
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To help you work with Batch entry, several batch templates are included in the program. These batch
templates provide the necessary fields to add basic information to create or update records. You can
also use these templates to import information from a comma-separated value (*.csv) file.
Batch templates use batch types and workflows. Corresponding types and workflows for each template
are described in the following sections. Note that the batch type "Constituent Address Update Batch"
is not associated with a batch template, but you can add one as necessary. For more information about
this batch type, see Constituent Address Update Batch on page 79. All other tables in the following
sections describe batch templates.
When you add attributes, some may become available to include in a batch template.

Constituent Batch
The table below explains the fields in the Constituent Batch template. You can use this batch template
to add or import multiple new constituent records. When a field is not required, you can leave it blank
as necessary. For more information about the constituent data entry fields, see the Prospect Wealth &
Management Guide.
Fields marked “Never” are never required. Fields marked “Conditionally” are required in some
situations, such as when another field is selected. Some fields are only accessible when another field is
selected or when another field has a specific value. Some fields are display-only when other fields are
selected. This information is in the “Required” column of the table below.

Field

Description

Academic catalog additional information Educational history
field
AFFILIATEDADDITIONALINFORMATION
Enter additional
information about the
program, such as its
college or school,
department, or degree
type at the educational
institution.
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Required?

Allowed
values

Never

Text

Educational
institution:
affiliated and
contained in the
academic
catalog
Constituent
type:
“Individual”
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Academic catalog degree

Educational history
field

Never

Academic
catalog
degrees
defined in the
system

EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
ACADEMICCATALOGDEGREEID

Select the degree of
the program the
constituent attends at
the institution.

Educational
institution:
affiliated and
contained in the
academic
catalog
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Academic catalog program
EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
ACADEMICCATALOGPROGRAMID

Educational history
field
Select the program the
constituent attends at
the institution, such as
“Undergraduate.”

Never
Educational
institution:
affiliated and
contained in the
academic
catalog

Academic
catalog
programs
defined in the
system

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Address

Address field

ADDRESS_ADDRESSBLOCK

Enter the street
address or post office
box for the
constituent.

Address start date

Address field

ADDRESS_HISTORICALSTARTDATE

Select the date when
the constituent begins
use of the address.

Address type

Address field

ADDRESS_ADDRESSTYPECODEID

Enter the type of
address to add for the
constituent, such as
“Home” or “Business.”

Addressee name format

Enter the name as it
should appear when
the constituent is an
addressee.

PRIMARYADDRESSEE_
NAMEFORMATFUNCTIONID
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Never

Text (150
characters)

Never

Date

Never

Address types
in Address Type
table

Never

Addressee
name formats
defined in the
system

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
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Field

Description

Addressee type

Select the type of name Never
format to add such as
Constituent
“Formal Addressee.”
type:
“Individual”

Addressee
types defined in
the system

When you select this
field, a second grid
appears. You can enter
the Alternate lookup
ID type code ID and
Alternate lookup ID.

Select from a
connected grid

PRIMARYADDRESSEE_
NAMEFORMATTYPECODEID
Alternate lookup IDs
ALTERNATELOOKUPIDS

Required?

Never

Alternate
lookup ID and
Alternate
lookup type
code ID:
With Alternate lookup Conditionally as
IDs, you can manually part of
assign more lookup IDs Alternate
to a record, without
lookup IDs
altering the primary
lookup ID.

Allowed
values

Alternate lookup ID
appears in the
connected grid for
Alternate lookup IDs.
Enter the lookup ID.
Alternate lookup type
code ID appears in the
connected grid for
Alternate lookup IDs.
Enter the type.
Birth date
BIRTHDATE

Birthplace
BIRTHPLACE
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Enter the individual’s
date of birth, such as
“10/10/1941.” If you are
unsure of the exact
birth date, you can
enter a “fuzzy” date,
such as the month and
year or the year only.
Demographic field

Never

A "fuzzy" date

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Constituent
type:
Enter the constituent’s
“Individual”
birthplace.

Text (50
characters)
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business

Field for primary
business

Never

Businesses
defined in the
system

PRIMARYBUSINESSID

This is the
constituent’s primary
business.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Select an organization
that is a business to
associate with the
constituent.
Business address
PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_
ADDRESSBLOCK

Field for primary
business
Enter the primary
street address or post
office box for the
business.

Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (150
characters)

Business name:
new entry

If you select a business
Business: none
from Business, this
selected
field will display the
primary address for the
business. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business address type

Field for primary
business

Never

Address types
defined in the
system

PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_
ADDRESSTYPECODEID

Select the type of
address to use as the
primary contact for the
business, such as
“Business.”
When you add a new
constituent, you can
add only the primary
address information.
On the constituent
record, you can add
additional addresses
on the Contact tab.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry
Business: none
selected

If you select a business
from Business, this
field will display the
address type for the
business. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
Business career level
PRIMARYBUSINESS_CAREERLEVELCODEID

Field for primary
business
Enter the career level
for the constituent at
the business.
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Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Business career
levels defined in
the system

Either Business
name entered
or Business
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business CART

Field for primary
business

Never

Text (10
characters)

PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_CART

Enter the Carrier Route
(CART) for the address.
CART refers to the
addresses served by
the postal carrier and
the route used to
deliver the mail. The
CART can include the
city, rural, and highway
contract routes. To
ease the delivery of
mail and receive a
postal discount, you
can add CART
information to
addresses in your
mailings.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry
Business: none
selected

If you validate the
address in the
program, the CART
received from the
address validation
service automatically
appears.
If you select a business
from Business, this
field will display the
CART for the business’
primary address. But
you can not change
the field in that case.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business city

Field for primary
business

Never

Text (50
characters)

PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_CITY

Enter the city or town
for the business’
primary address.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Business name:
If you select a business new entry
from Business, this
Business: none
field will display the city
selected
for the business’
primary address. But
you can not change
the field in that case.
Business country
PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_COUNTRYID

Field for primary
business
Select the country of
the business’ primary
address.

Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Countries
defined in the
system

Business name:
If you select a business new entry
from Business, this
Business: none
field will display the
selected
country for the
business’ primary
address. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
Business do not mail
PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_
DONOTMAIL

Field for primary
business
If the business
requests that you not
send mail to the
primary address, select
this checkbox.

Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Selected or not
selected

Business name:
new entry

Business: none
If you select a business
selected
from Business, this
field will display
whether the option is
selected for the
business. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business do not mail reason

Field for primary
business

Never

Do not mail
reasons
defined in the
system

PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_
DONOTMAILREASONCODEID

If you select Business
do not mail, select why
the business requests
to not receive mail at
the primary address.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry
Business: none
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business DPC

Field for primary
business

Never

Text (8
characters)

PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_DPC

Enter the Delivery Point
Code (DPC) for the
address. DPC is a
POSTNET barcode that
contains a ZIP+4
barcode plus two
additional digits (or 10
additional bars) to
designate a specific
delivery point. The
barcode consists of 62
bars total, with
beginning and ending
frame bars and five
bars each for the nine
digits of the ZIP+4, the
last two digits of the
primary street address
or post office box, and
a correction digit.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry
Business: none
selected

If you receive a threedigit DPC from your
vendor, enter only the
first two digits. The first
two digits of the DPC
are the last two digits
of the street address
number.
If you validate the
address in the
program, the DPC
received from the
address validation
service automatically
appears.
If you select a business
from Business, this
field will display the
DPC for the business’
address. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business email address

Field for primary
business

Never

A valid email
address

PRIMARYBUSINESS_EMAILADDRESS_
EMAILADDRESS

Enter the primary email
address for the
organization. On the
constituent record, the
primary email address
becomes a link that
you can click to quickly
send an email to the
organization.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry
Business: none
selected

If you select a business
from Business, this
field will display the
email address for the
business. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
Business email type
PRIMARYBUSINESS_EMAILADDRESS_
EMAILADDRESSTYPECODEID

Field for primary
business

Never

Constituent
Select the type of email type:
address to use as the
“Individual”
primary contact for the
Business name:
organization, such as
new entry
“Business.”
Business: none
When you add a new
selected
constituent, you can
add only the primary
email address
information. On the
constituent record, you
can add additional
email addresses on the
Contact tab.

Email types
defined in the
system

If you select a business
from Business, this
field will display the
email type for the
business. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business industry

Field for primary
business

Never

Industries
defined in the
system

PRIMARYBUSINESS_INDUSTRYCODEID

Select the business’
type of industry such
as “Health care” or
“Education.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry

If you select a business
Business: none
from Business, this
selected
field will display the
industry for the
business. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
Business information source
PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_
INFOSOURCECODEID

Field for primary
business
Select the information
source for the contact
information, such as
“Company’s website.”
Sources are used to
help you track
additional information
about the reasons
contact information is
added or changed.
Source information
appears on the
Contact tab of the
constituent.

Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Information
sources defined
in the system

Business name:
new entry
Business: none
selected

If you select a business
from Business, this
field will display the
source of information
for that business. But
you can not change
the field in that case.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business is primary org

Field for primary
business

Never

Selected or not
selected

PRIMARYBUSINESS_
ISPRIMARYORGANIZATION

If the related business
is the primary
organization, select
this checkbox.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry

If you select a business
Business: none
from Business, this
selected
field will display
whether the business
is the primary
organization. But you
can not change the
field in that case.
Business job category
PRIMARYBUSINESS_JOBCATEGORYCODEID

Field for primary
business
Enter the job category
for the individual’s
employment
information.

Business job department
PRIMARYBUSINESS_JOBDEPARTMENT

Field for primary
business
Enter the job
department for the
individual’s
employment
information.

Business job division
PRIMARYBUSINESS_JOBDIVISION

Field for primary
business
Enter the job division
for the individual’s
employment
information.
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Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Job categories
defined in the
system

Business name
entered or
Business:
selected
Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (100
characters)

Business name
entered or
Business:
selected
Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (100
characters)

Business name
entered or
Business:
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business job schedule

Field for primary
business

Never

Job schedules
defined in the
system

PRIMARYBUSINESS_JOBSCHEDULECODEID

Enter the job schedule
for the individual’s
employment
information.

Business job title
PRIMARYBUSINESS_JOBTITLE

Field for primary
business
Enter the job title for
the individual’s
employment
information.
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Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name
entered or
Business:
selected
Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (100
characters)

Business name
entered or
Business:
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business LOT

Field for primary
business

Never

Text (5
characters)

PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_LOT

Enter the Line of Travel
(LOT) for the address.
LOT is the direction the
mail carrier takes along
a CART. LOT
information is required
for standard mailings
to receive the Basic
Enhanced Carrier
Route rate.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry
Business: none
selected

If you validate the
address in the
program, the LOT
received from the
address validation
service automatically
appears.
If you select a business
from Business, this
field will display the
LOT for the business’
primary address. But
you can not change
the field in that case.
Business name
PRIMARYBUSINESS_KEYNAME

Field for primary
business
Enter the name of the
business, exactly as it
should appear
throughout the
program. If you select a
business from
Business, the field
displays the name of
the business.
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Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (100
characters)

Business: none
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business no. of employees

Field for primary
business

Never

Integer

PRIMARYBUSINESS_NUMEMPLOYEES

Enter the number of
people employed at
the business.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Business name:
If you select a business new entry
from Business, this
Business: none
field displays the
selected
number of employees
for the business. But
you can not change
the field in that case.
Business no. of subsidiary orgs
PRIMARYBUSINESS_NUMSUBSIDIARIES

Field for primary
business
If the business is the
parent of another
organization, enter the
number of companies
the business owns and
controls.
If you select a business
from Business, this
field displays the
number of subsidiaries
for the business. But
you can not change
the field in that case.
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Never

Integer

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry
Business: none
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business parent org

Field for primary
business

Never

Businesses
defined in the
system

PRIMARYBUSINESS_PARENTCORPID

If the business is the
subsidiary of another
organization, you can
select the organization
that owns and controls
the new business.
If you select a business
from Business, this
field displays the
parent organization for
the business. But you
can not change the
field in that case.
Business phone number
PRIMARYBUSINESS_PHONE_NUMBER

Field for primary
business
Enter the primary
phone number for the
business.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry
Business: none
selected

Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (100
characters)

Business name:
If phone formatting is new entry
enabled, the program
Business: none
applies the phone
selected
format associated with
the selected country.
If phone formatting is
disabled, you can
manually enter the
phone number as it
should appear.
If you select a business
from Business, this
field displays the
phone number for the
business. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business phone type

Field for primary
business

Never

Phone types
defined in the
system

PRIMARYBUSINESS_PHONE_
PHONETYPECODEID

Select the type of
phone number to use
as the primary contact
for the organization,
such as “Business.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry

Business: none
When you add a new
selected
constituent, you can
add only the primary
phone number
information. On the
constituent record, you
can add additional
phone numbers on the
Contact tab.
If you select a business
from Business, this
field displays the
phone type for the
business’ phone
number. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
Business reciprocal type
PRIMARYBUSINESS_
RECIPROCALTYPECODEIDSIMPLELIST

Field for primary
business
Enter the Business
reciprocal type, such
as “Employee.” If you
enter “Employee” in
Business reciprocal
type, then “Employer”
may be appropriate for
Business relationship
type.
Business reciprocal
type is the
corresponding
relationship to
Business relationship
type. For example,
“Employee” can
correspond to
“Employer.”
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Conditionally
If Constituent
type is
“Individual” and
either Business
or Business
name are
selected.

Reciprocal
types defined in
the system

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business
Relationship
type: selected
Gender:
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business relationship type

Field for primary
business

Conditionally

Relationship
types defined in
the system

PRIMARYBUSINESS_
RELATIONSHIPTYPECODEIDSIMPLELIST

Enter the Business
relationship type, such
as “Employer.” If you
enter “Employer” in
Business relationship
type, then “Employee”
may be appropriate for
Business reciprocal
type.
Business reciprocal
type is the
corresponding
relationship to
Business relationship
type. For example,
“Employee” can
correspond to
“Employer.”

Business state
PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_STATEID

Field for primary
business
Enter the state for the
business’ primary
address.

If Constituent
type is
“Individual” and
either Business
or Business
name are
selected.
Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business
Reciprocal type:
selected
Gender:
selected

Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

States defined
in the system

Business name:
If you select a business new entry
from Business, this
Business: none
field displays the state
selected
for the business’
address. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business web site address

Field for primary
business

Never

A valid web
address

PRIMARYBUSINESS_WEBADDRESS

Enter the address to
the business’
corporate website. On
the constituent record,
the address entered
appears as a link to the
organization’s website.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Business name:
new entry
Business: none
selected

If you select a business
from Business, this
field displays the web
site for the business.
But you can not
change the field in that
case.
Business ZIP
PRIMARYBUSINESS_ADDRESS_POSTCODE

Field for primary
business
Enter the Zip code for
the business’ primary
address.

Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (12
characters)

Business name:
If you select a business new entry
from Business, this
Business: none
field displays the ZIP
selected
for the business’
address. But you can
not change the field in
that case.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

CART

Address field

Never

ADDRESS_CART

Enter the Carrier Route
(CART) for the address.
CART refers to the
addresses served by
the postal carrier and
the route used to
deliver the mail. The
CART can include the
city, rural, and highway
contract routes. To
ease the delivery of
mail and receive a
postal discount, you
can add CART
information to
addresses in your
mailings.

Text (10
characters)

Never

Integer

Never

Text (50
characters)

Never

Year

If you validate the
address in the
program, the CART
received from the
address validation
service automatically
appears.
Certification data

Address field

ADDRESS_CERTIFICATIONDATA

This field stores
certification
information associated
with the address
validation process. This
field is populated
during the address
validation process.

City

Address field

ADDRESS_CITY

Enter the city for the
constituent’s address.

Class of

Educational history
field

EDUCATIONALHISTORY_CLASSOF

Enter the class year for
the constituent.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Comments

Educational history
field

Never

Text (500
characters)

Never

Congressional
districts
defined in the
system

EDUCATIONALHISTORY_COMMENT

Enter educational
history comments.
Congressional district
ADDRESS_
CONGRESSIONALDISTRICTCODEID
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Select the
congressional district
for the address. If you
validate the address in
the program, the
district received from
the address validation
service automatically
appears.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Constituencies

When you select this
field, a connected grid
appears. Enter
constituencies already
defined in the
program, such as
“Board Member” or
“Staff.” You can also
enter constituencies
defined by your
organization, such as
“Friend” or “Trustee.”
You can enter the
dates when the
constituency is valid.

Never

Select from a
connected grid

CONSTITUENCY

Constituency:
Conditionally as
part of
Constituencies
Start date and
End date: Never

Constituency appears
in the connected grid
for Constituencies.
Select the
constituency.
Start date appears in
the connected grid for
Constituencies. Enter
the start date for the
constituency.
End date appears in
the connected grid for
Constituencies. Enter
the end date for the
constituency.
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Field

Description

Constituent information source

Select the information Never
source for the contact
information, such as
“Family member.”
Sources are used to
help you track
additional information
about the reasons
contact information is
added or changed. The
information source
appears next to the
new or updated
contact information on
the Contact tab of the
constituent.

Information
sources defined
in the system

Depending upon your
settings, when you
select this field, a
connected grid
appears. Select the
constituent security
attributes that apply.

Never

Constituent
security
attributes
defined in the
system

Select the site you
want to associate with
the record. Records
that can be associated
with more than one
site have a Site grid,
instead of a Site field.

Never

Constituent
sites defined in
the system

ADDRESS_INFOSOURCECODEID

Constituent security attribute
CONSTIT_SECURITY_ATTRIBUTEID

Constituent site
CONSTITUENT_SITEID
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Required?

Allowed
values
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Constituent type

Enter the type of
constituent to add.

Always

Constituent
Type table

ISORGANIZATION

To add a person such
as a donor or an
employee as a
constituent, enter
“Individual.”

“Individual”
“Organization”
“Household”
“Constituent
group”

To add a business or
company that supports
your mission as a
constituent, enter
“Organization.”
To add a household
that supports your
mission as a
constituent, enter
“Household.”
To add a group of
constituents who
donate together under
one entity such as a
giving circle, enter
“Constituent group.”
Country

Address field

ADDRESS_COUNTRYID

Enter the country for
the constituent’s
address, such as
“United States.”
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Never

Countries
defined in the
system
Countries tab
of Countries
and States
page
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

County

Address field

Never

ADDRESS_COUNTYCODEID

Select the county for
the constituent
address. If you validate
the address in the
program, the county
received from the
address validation
service automatically
appears.

Counties
defined in the
system

Date graduated

Educational history
field

Never

A "fuzzy" date

EDUCATIONALHISTORY_DATEGRADUATED

Educational
Select the date the
history: selected
constituent graduated or entered
from the program.
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
Status:
“Graduated”

Date left
EDUCATIONALHISTORY_DATELEFT

Educational history
field
Enter the date the
constituent left the
program.

Never

A "fuzzy" date

Educational
history: selected
or entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered

Deceased date

Deceased field

Never

DECEASEDDATE

If the individual is
deceased, enter the
date.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

A "fuzzy" date

Is deceased:
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Do not mail reason

Address field

Never

ADDRESS_DONOTMAILREASONCODEID

If you select Do not
send mail to this
address, select why the
constituent requests
to not receive mail at
the address.

Do not mail
reasons
defined in the
system

Do not send mail to this address

Address field

Never

ADDRESS_DONOTMAIL

If the constituent
requests that you not
send mail to the
address, select this
checkbox.

Selected or not
selected
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Description

Required?

Allowed
values

DPC

Address field

Never

ADDRESS_DPC

Enter the Delivery Point
Code (DPC) for the
address. DPC is a
POSTNET barcode that
contains a ZIP+4
barcode plus two
additional digits (or 10
additional bars) to
designate a specific
delivery point. The
barcode consists of 62
bars total, with
beginning and ending
frame bars and five
bars each for the nine
digits of the ZIP+4, the
last two digits of the
primary street address
or post office box, and
a correction digit.

Text (8
characters)

Never

Select from a
connected grid

If you receive a threedigit DPC from your
vendor, enter only the
first two digits. The first
two digits of the DPC
are the last two digits
of the street address
number.
If you validate the
address in the
program, the DPC
received from the
address validation
service automatically
appears.
Educational additional information
UNAFFILIATEDADDITIONALINFORMATION

Educational history
field
Enter additional
information about the
program, such as its
college or school,
department, or degree
type at the educational
institution.
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Educational
institution:
selected and
unaffiliated
Constituent
type:
“Individual”
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Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Educational date from

Educational history
field

Never

A "fuzzy" date

EDUCATIONALHISTORY_STARTDATE

Enter the date from
which the educational
history starts.

Educational degree
EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
EDUCATIONALDEGREECODEID

Educational history
field
Enter the degree for
the educational
history.

Educational
institution:
selected
Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Never
Educational
institution:
selected and
unaffiliated

Educational
degrees
defined in the
system

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Educational institution
EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
EDUCATIONALINSTITUTIONID

Educational is primary
EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
ISPRIMARYRECORD
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Educational history
field
Enter the institution
for the educational
history.
Educational history
field
To indicate that this is
the primary
educational history,
select this.

Never
Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Never
Educational
institution:
selected

Educational
institutions
defined in the
system

Selected or not
selected

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Educational program

Educational history
field

Never

Educational
programs
defined in the
system

EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
EDUCATIONALPROGRAMCODEID

Educational status
EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
CONSTITUENCYSTATUSCODE

Enter the program for
the educational
history.

Educational history
field
Select the educational
status of the
constituent with the
institution, such as
“Currently attending”
or “Graduated.”

Educational
institution:
selected
Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Never

TinyInt

Educational
institution:
selected

Educational
statuses
defined in the
system

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

If you are an
educational institution
with an affiliation with
the selected
institution, the
selected status
determines the
educational
constituency of the
constituent. If you
select “Currently
attending,” the
program assigns a
constituency of
“Student.” If you select
“Graduated,” the
program assigns a
constituency of
“Alumnus.” If you select
“Unknown” or
“Incomplete,” the
program does not
assign an educational
constituency.
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Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Email address

Email address field

Never

EMAILADDRESS_EMAILADDRESS

Enter the email address
for the constituent.

A valid email
address

Email type

Email address field

Never

EMAILADDRESS_
EMAILADDRESSTYPECODEID

Select the type of email
address for the
constituent, such as
“Business” or “Home.”

Email types
defined in the
system

Ethnicity

Demographic field

Never

ETHNICITYCODEID

Select the ethnicity for
the constituent.

Ethnicities
defined in the
system

First name

Field for Individual

Never

FIRSTNAME

Enter the first name of Constituent
the individual
type:
constituent exactly as it “Individual”
should appear
throughout your
database such as on
pages and reports.

Text (50
characters)

Gender

Field for Individual

Never

GENDERCODE

Select whether the
individual is a male or
female. If you are
unsure of the
individual’s gender,
select “Unknown.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Group description

Field for
Group/household

Never

GROUPDESCRIPTION
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Constituent
Enter a description to type:
help identify the group. “Constituent
group” or
“Household”

TinyInt

Text (300
characters)
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Group members

Field for
Group/household

Never

Select from a
connected grid

GROUPMEMBERS

When you select this
field, a connected grid
appears. Select the
constituents who are
members of the group.
For one of the
constituents, select Is
primary contact.

Constituent
type:
“Constituent
group” or
“Household”

Group start date

Field for Group

GROUPSTARTDATE

Enter the start date for Constituent
the group.
type:
“Constituent
group”

Group type

Field for Group

Conditionally

GROUPTYPEID

Select the type of the
group, such as “Giving
circle” or “Family
foundation.” Your
organization
determines the
available group types.

If Constituent
type is
“Constituent
group”

Educational history
field

Never

Honor awarded
EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
EDUCATIONALAWARDCODEID

Select whether the
institution awarded
the constituent with
the selected degree. If
you are unsure, leave
this field blank.

Income

Demographic field

INCOMECODEID

Select the income for
the constituent.

Industry
INDUSTRYCODEID
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Never

Date

Group types
defined in the
system

Constituent
type:
“Constituent
group”

Educational
institution:
selected and
unaffiliated

Honors defined
in the system

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Never

Incomes
defined in the
system

Field for Organization

Never

Select the
organization’s type of
industry such as
“Health care” or
“Education.”

Constituent
type:
“Organization”

Industries
defined in the
system
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Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Information source

Educational history
field

Educational
institution:
selected and
unaffiliated

Information
sources defined
in the system

Select the type of
interest the
constituent has, such
as “Golf,”
“Volunteering,” or
“Wine tasting.”
Interests can include
hobbies, travel,
technology, and
specific issues.

Never

Select from a
connected grid

Is deceased

Deceased field

Never

ISDECEASED

If the individual is
deceased, select this
checkbox.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Is primary org

Field for Organization

Never

ISPRIMARYORGANIZATION

If the location entered
is the main
headquarters or office
of operation for the
organization, select
this checkbox.

Constituent
type:
“Organization”

EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
EDUCATIONALSOURCECODEID

Interests
INTEREST

Select the source for
the educational history
information.
Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Selected or not
selected

Selected or not
selected

When you search for
an organization, you
can select to include
only primary
organizations in the
search results.
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Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Last validation attempt date

Address field

Never

Date

Always

Text (100
characters)

Educational history
field

Never

Levels defined
in the system

Local precinct

Address field

Never

ADDRESS_LOCALPRECINCTCODEID

Select the local precinct
for the address. If you
validate the address in
the program, the
precinct received from
the address validation
service automatically
appears.

ADDRESS_LASTVALIDATIONATTEMPTDATE This field stores the
date of the last
validation attempt. This
field is populated
during the address
validation process.
Last/org/group/household name
KEYNAME

For an individual
constituent, enter the
last name of the
individual.
For a group
constituent, enter the
name of the group.
For a household
constituent, enter the
name of the
household.
For an organization
constituent, enter the
name of the
organization.

Level
EDUCATIONALHISTORY_LEVELCODEID
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Educational
If you select a status of status:
“Currently attending”
“Currently
from Educational
attending”
status, select the level
that the constituent
most recently achieved
in the program.

Local precincts
defined in the
system
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Description

Lookup ID

Enter the Lookup ID for Never
the constituent when
you add a record.

CUSTOMIDENTIFIER

Required?

Allowed
values
Text (100
characters)

This primary lookup ID
appears in the Lookup
ID field on the
constituent record.
Rather than edit the
primary lookup ID, you
can also assign
alternate lookup IDs
for the constituent.
LOT

Address field

ADDRESS_LOT

Enter the Line of Travel
(LOT) for the address.
LOT is the direction the
mail carrier takes along
a CART. LOT
information is required
for standard mailings
to receive the Basic
Enhanced Carrier
Route rate.

Never

Text (5
characters)

If you validate the
address in the
program, the LOT
received from the
address validation
service automatically
appears.
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Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Maiden name

Field for Individual

Never

MAIDENNAME

Enter a maiden name
Constituent
for the individual as
type:
necessary. On the
“Individual”
constituent record, the
maiden name entered
appears as an alias on
the Names tab. When
you search for
individual constituents,
you can select to
include maiden names
in the search criteria.

Text (100
characters)

Middle name

Field for Individual

MIDDLENAME

Enter the middle name Constituent
of the individual
type:
constituent exactly as it “Individual”
should appear
throughout your
database such as on
pages and reports.

Nickname

Field for Individual

Never

NICKNAME

Enter a nickname for
the individual as
necessary. When you
search for individual
constituents, you can
select to include
nicknames in the
search criteria.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

No. of employees

Field for Organization

Never

NUMEMPLOYEES

Enter the number of
people employed at
the organization.

Constituent
type:
“Organization”
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Never

Text (50
characters)

Text (50
characters)

Integer
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

No. of subsidiary orgs

Field for Organization

Never

Integer

NUMSUBSIDIARIES

If the organization is
Constituent
the parent of another type:
organization, enter the “Organization”
number of companies
the organization owns
and controls.

Omit from validation

With Data Tune-Up, you Never
can run an address
validation process to
verify addresses
entered in the
database exist. When
you run the address
validation process, the
program automatically
updates missing or
incomplete address
information,
standardizes street
addresses, and
updates the Coding
Accuracy Support
System (CASS) certified
information.

ADDRESS_OMITFROMVALIDATION

Selected or not
selected

To exclude the address
entered when your
organization runs the
address validation
process, select this
checkbox.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Parent org

Field for Organization

Never

PARENTCORPID

If the organization is
Constituent
the subsidiary of
type:
another organization, “Organization”
you can select the
organization that owns
and controls the new
organization.

Organizations
defined in the
system

Phones

When you select this
field, a connected grid
for phones appears

PHONES

Phone type, Phone
number, Primary, Call
after, Call before, and
Start date appear in
the connected grid for
Phones.

Never
Phone type,
Call after, Call
before, Start
date: Never

Select from a
connected grid

Phone number,
Primary:
Conditionally as
part of Phones

Select the type of
You can only
phone number for the
select Phone
constituent, such as
primary for one
“Cell Phone” or “Home.”
of the numbers
Enter the phone
in the collection.
number for the
constituent.
To designate the
number as the
constituent’s primary
phone number for
communications, select
Primary. By default, the
first phone number
you enter for a
constituent is the
primary number. You
can enter only one
primary phone number
for a constituent.
Under Phone numbers
on the Contact tab, the
primary number
appears first.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Preferred class of

Educational history
field

Never

Year

EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
PREFERREDCLASSYEAR

Reason
EDUCATIONALHISTORY_REASONCODEID

If the constituent
identifies with a class
year other than the
actual class year, enter
the preferred class year
of the constituent.
Educational history
field

Educational
institution:
selected and
unaffiliated
Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Never

Reasons
defined in the
system

Select the reason for
the unknown status.

Educational
status:
“Unknown”

Region

Address field

Never

ADDRESS_REGIONCODEID

Select the region for
the address, such as
“North” or “Southeast.”

Regions
defined in the
system

Religion

Demographic field

Never

RELIGIONCODEID

Select the religion for
the constituent.

Religions
defined in the
system

Salutation name format

Field for Primary name
formats

Never

Salutation
name formats
defined in the
system

PRIMARYSALUTATION_
NAMEFORMATFUNCTIONID

Salutation type
PRIMARYSALUTATION_
NAMEFORMATTYPECODEID
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Enter the name as it
should appear in a
salutation.
Field for Primary name
formats

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Never

Constituent
Select the type of name type:
format to add such as “Individual”
“Informal Salutation.”

Salutation
types defined in
the system
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Seasonal end date

Address field

Never

Month and day

ADDRESS_ENDDATE

For a seasonal address,
select the start date for
the time period when
the constituent uses
the address.

Seasonal start date

Address field

Never

Month and day

ADDRESS_STARTDATE

For a seasonal address,
select the end date for
the time period when
the constituent uses
the address.

Source date

Educational history
field

Never

A "fuzzy" date

EDUCATIONALHISTORY_
EDUCATIONALSOURCEDATE

Select the date that
you received the
educational history
information.

Educational
institution:
selected

Spouse

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSEID

If the individual has a
spouse, select that
individual.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
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Individuals
defined in the
system
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Spouse birth date

Spouse field

Never

A "fuzzy" date

SPOUSE_BIRTHDATE

Enter the individual’s
date of birth, such as
10/10/1941. If you are
unsure of the exact
birth date, you can
enter a “fuzzy” date,
such as the month and
year or the year only.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
Spouse last
name: entered
Spouse: none
selected

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the spouse’s
birth date.
Spouse copy address

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_COPY_ADDRESS

Select whether to copy Constituent
the spouse’s address
type:
from the constituent.
“Individual”

Selected or not
selected

If you select a spouse
Spouse last
from Spouse, this field name: entered
displays the setting for
Spouse: none
that spouse.
selected
Spouse copy email address

Spouse field

SPOUSE_COPY_EMAILADDRESS

Select whether to copy Constituent
the spouse’s email
type:
address from the
“Individual”
constituent.
Spouse last
If you select a spouse
name: entered
from Spouse, this field
Spouse: none
displays the setting for
selected
that spouse.

Spouse copy phone number

Spouse field

SPOUSE_COPY_PHONENUMBER

Select whether to copy Constituent
the spouse’s phone
type:
number from the
“Individual”
constituent.
Spouse last
If you select a spouse
name: entered
from Spouse, this field
Spouse: none
displays the setting for
selected
that spouse.
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Never

Never

Selected or not
selected

Selected or not
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Spouse email address

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_EMAILADDRESS_EMAILADDRESS

Enter the email address Constituent
for the spouse.
type:
“Individual”
If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field Spouse last
displays the spouse’s
name: entered
email address.
Spouse: none
selected

A valid email
address

Spouse email address type

Spouse field

SPOUSE_EMAILADDRESS_
EMAILADDRESSTYPECODEID

Select the type of email Constituent
address for the spouse, type:
such as “Business” or
“Individual”
“Home.”
Spouse last
If you select a spouse
name: entered
from Spouse, this field
Spouse: none
displays the spouse’s
selected
email address type.

Spouse first name

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_FIRSTNAME

Enter the first name of
the spouse exactly as it
should appear
throughout your
database such as on
pages and reports.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the spouse’s
first name.

Never

Spouse: none
selected

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_GENDERCODE

Select whether the
spouse is a male or
female. If you are
unsure of the spouse’s
gender, select
“Unknown.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
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Text (50
characters)

Spouse last
name: entered

Spouse gender

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the spouse’s
gender.

Email address
types defined in
the system

TinyInt

Spouse last
name: entered
Spouse: none
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Spouse last name

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_KEYNAME

To add a new spouse,
enter the last name of
the spouse exactly as it
should appear
throughout your
database, such as on
pages and reports.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (100
characters)

Spouse: none
selected

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the spouse’s
last name.
Spouse maiden name

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_MAIDENNAME

Enter a maiden name
for the spouse as
necessary. On the
constituent record, the
maiden name entered
appears as an alias on
the Names tab. When
you search for
individual constituents,
you can select to
include maiden names
in the search criteria.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (100
characters)

Spouse last
name: entered
Spouse: none
selected

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the spouse’s
maiden name.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Spouse middle name

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_MIDDLENAME

Enter the middle name
of the spouse exactly
as it should appear
throughout your
database such as on
pages and reports.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (50
characters)

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the spouse’s
middle name.

Spouse last
name: entered
Spouse: none
selected

Spouse nickname

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_NICKNAME

Enter a nickname for
the spouse as
necessary. When you
search for individual
constituents, you can
select to include
nicknames in the
search criteria.

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Text (50
characters)

Spouse last
name: entered
Spouse: none
selected

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the spouse’s
nickname.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Spouse reciprocal type

Spouse field

Conditionally

SPOUSE_
RECIPROCALTYPECODEIDSIMPLELIST

Enter the Spouse
reciprocal type, such
as “Wife” and Spouse
relationship type, such
as “Husband.”

If Spouse or
Spouse last
name is selected

Reciprocal
types defined in
the system

Spouse relationship type

Spouse field

Conditionally

SPOUSE_
RELATIONSHIPTYPECODEIDSIMPLELIST

Enter the Spouse
relationship type, such
as “Husband.” and
Spouse reciprocal
type, such as “Wife.”

If Spouse or
Spouse last
name is selected

Constituent
type:
Spouse reciprocal type “Individual”
is the corresponding
Spouse
relationship to Spouse
relationship
relationship type. For
type: selected
example, “Husband”
can correspond to
“Wife.”
Relationship
types defined in
the system

Constituent
type:
Spouse reciprocal type “Individual”
is the corresponding
Gender:
relationship to Spouse
selected,
relationship type. For
“Unknown” by
example, “Husband”
default
can correspond to
“Wife.”
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Spouse suffix

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_SUFFIXCODEID

Select a suffix for the
spouse such as “Sr.” or
“M.D.” You can select a
second suffix if
necessary, such as “III
Esq.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Suffixes defined
in the system

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the suffix for
the spouse’s name.

Spouse last
name: entered
Spouse: none
selected

Spouse suffix 2

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_SUFFIX2CODEID

You can select a
second suffix if
necessary, such as “III
Esq.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the second
suffix for the spouse’s
name.

Spouse last
name: entered
Spouse: none
selected

Spouse title

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_TITLECODEID

Select a title for the
spouse such as “Mr.,”
“Mrs.,” or “Ms.” You can
select a second title if
necessary, such as
“Reverend Dr.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the spouse’s
title.

Spouse: none
selected

Spouse field

Never

SPOUSE_TITLE2CODEID

You can select a
second title if
necessary, such as
“Reverend Dr.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”
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Titles defined in
the system

Spouse last
name: entered

Spouse title 2

If you select a spouse
from Spouse, this field
displays the spouse’s
second title.

Suffixes defined
in the system

Titles defined in
the system

Spouse last
name: entered
Spouse: none
selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

State

Address field

Never

ADDRESS_STATEID

Enter the state for the
constituent’s address.

State defined in
the system
State list for the
selected
country
Exception
message:
Constituent’s
‘State’ is not
valid for its
‘Country’.

State House district

Address field

ADDRESS_STATEHOUSEDISTRICTCODEID

Select the state House
district for the address.
If you validate the
address in the
program, the district
received from the
address validation
service automatically
appears.

State Senate district

Address field

ADDRESS_STATESENATEDISTRICTCODEID

Select the state Senate
district for the address.
If you validate the
address in the
program, the district
received from the
address validation
service automatically
appears.

Suffix

Field for Individual

SUFFIXCODEID

Select a suffix for the
Constituent
individual such as “Sr.” type:
or “M.D.” You can
“Individual”
select a second suffix if
necessary, such as “III
Esq.”
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Never

State House
districts
defined in the
system

Never

State Senate
districts
defined in the
system

Never

Suffixes defined
in the system
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Suffix 2

Field for Individual

Never

SUFFIX2CODEID

You can select a
second suffix if
necessary, such as “III
Esq.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Suffixes defined
in the system

Target

Demographic field

Never

Targets defined
in the system

Title

Field for Individual

Never

TITLECODEID

Select a title for the
individual such as
“Mr.,” “Mrs.,” or “Ms.”
You can select a
second title if
necessary, such as
“Reverend Dr.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Titles defined in
the system

Title 2

Field for Individual

Never

TITLE2CODEID

You can select a
second title if
necessary, such as
“Reverend Dr.”

Constituent
type:
“Individual”

Use primary member contact info

Field for
Group/household

Never

TARGETCODEID

PRIMARYMEMBER_COPYCONTACTINFO

To use the information
for the primary
member of the group
as the contact
information, select this
checkbox.
Validation message

Address field

ADDRESS_VALIDATIONMESSAGE

This field stores the
message associated
with the last validation
attempt. This field is
populated during the
address validation
process.
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Constituent
type:
“Constituent
group” or
“Household”

Never

Titles defined in
the system

Selected or not
selected

Text (200
characters)
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Field

Description

Web site address

Enter the constituent’s Never
website address.

A valid web
address

ZIP

Address field

ADDRESS_POSTCODE

Enter the Zip code or
the constituent’s
address.

Text (12
characters)

WEBADDRESS

Required?

Never

Allowed
values

Constituent Address Update Batch
The table below explains the fields included in the Constituent Address Update Batch type. You can
use this batch type to create a template to update multiple constituent address records. When a field
is not required, you can leave it blank as necessary. For more information about the constituent data
entry fields, see the Prospect Wealth & Management Guide.
Note: The other tables in this document describe batch templates. ResearchPoint includes default
batch templates that are based on corresponding batch types. With the Constituent Address Update
Batch type there is no default template. But you can create a batch template based on the Constituent
Address Update Batch type.
Fields marked “Always” are always required. Fields marked “Never” are never required. Fields marked
“Conditionally” are required in some situations, such as when another field is selected. Some fields are
only accessible when another field is selected or when another field has a specific value. Some fields
are display-only when other fields are selected. Fields marked “Unavailable” are not accessible under
some or all conditions. This information is in the “Required” column of the table below. Fields that are
included in an unmodified Constituent Address Update Batch type are marked “Initially included.”

Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

Address

Enter the street
address or post
office box for the
constituent’s
address.

Never

ADDRESSBLOCK
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Initially
included

Text (150
characters)
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Field

Description

Address type

Enter the type of
Never
address to add for
Initially
the constituent,
included
such as “Home” or
“Business.”

Address types
defined in the
system

Enter the Carrier
Never
Route (CART) for
the address. CART
refers to the
addresses served
by the postal
carrier and the
route used to
deliver the mail.
The CART can
include the city,
rural, and highway
contract routes. To
ease the delivery of
mail and receive a
postal discount,
you can add CART
information to
addresses in your
mailings.

Text (10
characters)

ADDRESSTYPECODEID

CART
CART

Required? Allowed
values

If you validate the
address in the
program, the CART
received from the
address validation
service
automatically
appears.
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Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

City

Enter the city for
the constituent’s
address.

Never

Select the
congressional
district for the
address. If you
validate the
address in the
program, the
district received
from the address
validation service
automatically
appears.

Never

Congressional
districts
defined in the
system

To update an
address record,
search for and
select an address.

Always

Addresses
defined in the
system

Enter the country
for the
constituent’s
address, such as
“United States.”

Always
required

CITY
Congressional district
CONGRESSIONALDISTRICTCODEID

Constituent address
ADDRESSID

Country
COUNTRYID

County
COUNTYCODEID

Do not mail reason
DONOTMAILREASONCODEID
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Initially
included

Initially
included

Initially
included

Select the county Never
for the constituent
address. If you
validate the
address in the
program, the
county received
from the address
validation service
automatically
appears.
If you select Do
not send mail to
this address,
select why the
individual requests
to not receive mail
at the address.

Text (50
characters)

Countries
defined in the
system

Counties
defined in the
system

Never

Do not mail
reasons
Do not send
defined in the
mail to this
system
address:
selected
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Field

Description

Do not send mail to this address

If the individual
Never
requests that you
not send mail to
the address, select
this checkbox.

DONOTMAIL

www.blackbaud.com/howto/researchpoint

Required? Allowed
values
Selected or
not selected
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Field

Description

DPC

Enter the Delivery Never
Point Code (DPC)
for the address.
DPC is a POSTNET
barcode that
contains a ZIP+4
barcode plus two
additional digits
(or 10 additional
bars) to designate
a specific delivery
point. The barcode
consists of 62 bars
total, with
beginning and
ending frame bars
and five bars each
for the nine digits
of the ZIP+4, the
last two digits of
the primary street
address or post
office box, and a
correction digit.

DPC

Required? Allowed
values
Text (8
characters)

If you receive a
three-digit DPC
from your vendor,
enter only the first
two digits. The first
two digits of the
DPC are the last
two digits of the
street address
number.
If you validate the
address in the
program, the DPC
received from the
address validation
service
automatically
appears.
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Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

End date

For a seasonal
address, select the
end date for the
time period when
the constituent
uses the address.
The format for this
field is mm/dd.

Conditionally Month and
day
When a start
date is
entered

ENDDATE

Information source
INFOSOURCECODEID

www.blackbaud.com/howto/researchpoint

When you add or Never
make changes to
an address, you
can select a source
for the
information. For
example, if the
spouse of a
constituent lets
you know about a
change of address,
you can make the
changes and select
“Family Member”
for the information
source.

Information
sources
defined in the
system
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Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

Local precinct

Select the local
precinct for the
address. If you
validate the
address in the
program, the
precinct received
from the address
validation service
automatically
appears.

Never

LOCALPRECINCTCODEID

LOT
LOT

Enter the Line of
Never
Travel (LOT) for the
address. LOT is the
direction the mail
carrier takes along
a CART. LOT
information is
required for
standard mailings
to receive the Basic
Enhanced Carrier
Route rate.

Local
precincts
defined in the
system

Text (5
characters)

If you validate the
address in the
program, the LOT
received from the
address validation
service
automatically
appears.
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Field

Description

Omit from validation

With Data Tune-Up, Never
you can run an
address validation
process to verify
addresses entered
in the database
exist. When you
run the address
validation process,
the program
automatically
updates missing or
incomplete
address
information,
standardizes
street addresses,
and updates the
Coding Accuracy
Support System
(CASS) certified
information.

OMITFROMVALIDATION

Required? Allowed
values
Selected or
not selected

To exclude the
address entered
when your
organization runs
the address
validation process,
select this
checkbox.
Region
REGIONCODEID
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Select the region
Never
for the address,
such as “North” or
“Southeast.”

Regions
defined in the
system
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Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

Set as primary address

To designate the
address as the
constituent’s main
address for
communications,
select this
checkbox. If you
define other
addresses, you
must select one
address as the
primary address.
You can enter only
one primary
address for a
constituent. Under
Addresses on the
Contact tab, the
primary address
appears first.

Never

For a seasonal
address, select the
start date for the
time period when
the constituent
uses the address.
The format for this
field is mm/dd

Conditionally Month and
day
When an end
date is
entered

Enter the state for
the constituent’s
address.

Never

ISPRIMARY

Start date
STARTDATE

State
STATEID
State House district
STATEHOUSEDISTRICTCODEID
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You can only
select this for
one of the
constituent’s
addresses.

Initially
included

Select the state
Never
House district for
the address. If you
validate the
address in the
program, the
district received
from the address
validation service
automatically
appears.

Selected or
not selected

State defined
in the system

State House
districts
defined in the
system
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Field

Description

State Senate district

Select the state
Never
Senate district for
the address. If you
validate the
address in the
program, the
district received
from the address
validation service
automatically
appears.

State Senate
districts
defined in the
system

When the
constituent is a
member of a
household with
additional
members, this
checkbox is
enabled. To copy
the address to the
household and its
members, select
this checkbox.

Never

Selected or
not selected

To update the
address for the
constituent’s
spouse, select this
checkbox.

Never

STATESENATEDISTRICTCODEID

Update matching addresses in household
UPDATEMATCHINGHOUSEHOLDADDRESSES

Update spouse address
UPDATEMATCHINGSPOUSEADDRESSES

ZIP
POSTCODE

Required? Allowed
values

Constituent
is not a
member of a
household:
unavailable
Initially
included

Enter the Zip code Never
for the
Initially
constituent’s
included
address.

Selected or
not selected

Text (12
characters)

Constituent Update Batch
The table below explains the fields in the Constituent Update Batch template. You can use this batch
template to add or update constituent records. When a field is not required, you can leave it blank as
necessary. For more information about the constituent data entry fields, see the Prospect Wealth &
Management Guide.
Fields marked “Always” are always required. Fields marked “Never” are never required. Fields marked
“Conditionally” are required in some situations, such as when another field is selected. Some fields are
only accessible when another field is selected or when another field has a specific value. Some fields
are display-only when other fields are selected. Fields marked “Unavailable” are not accessible under
some or all conditions. This information is in the “Required” column of the table below.
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Note: For updates, if you leave a field blank, the batch will not overwrite the existing entry.

Field

Description

Addresses

When you select this field, Never
a connected grid for
addresses appears. For
more information about
these fields, see Addresses
Collection on page 110.

Select from a
connected grid

When you select this field,
a connected grid appears.
You can enter the
Alternate lookup ID type
code ID and Alternate
lookup ID.

Select from a
connected grid

ADDRESSES

Alternate lookup IDs
ALTERNATELOOKUPIDS

Required?

Never

Alternate
lookup ID and
Alternate
lookup type
code ID:
Rather than edit the
Conditionally as
primary lookup ID, you can part of Alternate
also assign alternate
lookup IDs
lookup IDs for the
constituent.

Allowed
values

Alternate lookup ID
appears in the connected
grid for Alternate lookup
IDs. Enter the lookup ID.
Alternate lookup type
code ID appears in the
connected grid for
Alternate lookup IDs.
Enter the type.
Birth date
BIRTHDATE
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Enter the individual’s date Never
A "fuzzy" date
of birth, such as
Constituent
“10/10/1941.” If you are
type: “Individual”
unsure of the exact birth
date, you can enter a
“fuzzy” date, such as the
month and year or the year
only.
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Field

Description

Business

Select an organization that Never
Businesses
is a business to associate
defined in the
Constituent
with the constituent.
system
type: “Individual”

BUSINESS_ID

Required?

Allowed
values

Business name:
not entered
Business address
BUSINESS_ADDRESSBLOCK

Enter the primary street
address or post office box
for the business.
To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add business address for a
new business, you must
enter a Business name.
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Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Text (150
characters)

Business
selected or
Business name
entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business address type

Select the type of address
to use as the primary
contact for the business,
such as “Business.”

Never

Address types
defined in the
system

BUSINESS_ADDRESSTYPECODEID

When you add a new
constituent, you can add
only the primary address
information. On the
constituent record, you
can add additional
addresses on the Contact
tab.

Constituent
type: “Individual”
Business
selected or
Business name
entered

To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add a business address
type for a new business,
you must enter a Business
name.
Business CART
BUSINESS_CART

Enter the Carrier Route
(CART) for the address.
CART refers to the
addresses served by the
postal carrier and the
route used to deliver the
mail. The CART can include
the city, rural, and highway
contract routes. To ease
the delivery of mail and
receive a postal discount,
you can add CART
information to addresses
in your mailings.

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Text (10
characters)

Business
selected or
Business name
entered

If you validate the address
in the program, the CART
received from the address
validation service
automatically appears.
To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add the Carrier Route for a
new business, you must
enter a Business name.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business city

Enter the city or town for
the business’ primary
address.

Never

Text (50
characters)

BUSINESS_CITY

To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add a city for a new
business, you must enter a
Business name.
Business country
BUSINESS_COUNTRYID

Select the country of the
business’ primary address.
To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add a country for a new
business, you must enter a
Business name.

Business do not mail
BUSINESS_DONOTMAIL

Business do not mail reason
BUSINESS_
DONOTMAILREASONCODEID

Business
selected or
Business name
entered
Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Countries
defined in the
system

Business
selected or
Business name
entered

If the business requests
Never
Selected or not
that you not send mail to
selected
Constituent
the primary address, select
type: “Individual”
this checkbox.
Business
To update this field, you
selected or
must select a business. To
Business name
select this field for a new
entered
business, you must enter a
Business name.
If you select Do not send
mail to this address, select
why the business requests
to not receive mail at the
primary address.
To update this field, you
must select a business. To
select this field for a new
business, you must enter a
Business name.
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Constituent
type: “Individual”

Never

Do not mail
reasons
Constituent
defined in the
type: “Individual”
system
Business
selected or
Business name
entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business DPC

Enter the Delivery Point
Code (DPC) for the address.
DPC is a POSTNET barcode
that contains a ZIP+4
barcode plus two
additional digits (or 10
additional bars) to
designate a specific
delivery point. The barcode
consists of 62 bars total,
with beginning and ending
frame bars and five bars
each for the nine digits of
the ZIP+4, the last two
digits of the primary street
address or post office box,
and a correction digit.

Never

Text (8
characters)

BUSINESS_DPC

Constituent
type: “Individual”
Business
selected or
Business name
entered

If you receive a three-digit
DPC from your vendor,
enter only the first two
digits. The first two digits
of the DPC are the last two
digits of the street address
number.
If you validate the address
in the program, the DPC
received from the address
validation service
automatically appears.
To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add the Delivery Point
Code for a new business,
you must enter a Business
name.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business email address

Enter the primary email
address for the
organization. On the
constituent record, the
primary email address
becomes a link that you
can click to quickly send an
email to the organization.

Never

A valid email
address

BUSINESS_EMAILADDRESS

Constituent
type: “Individual”
Business
selected or
Business name
entered

To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add an email address for a
new business, you must
enter a Business name.
Business email type
BUSINESS_
EMAILADDRESSTYPECODEID

Select the type of email
address to use as the
primary contact for the
organization, such as
Business.
When you add a new
constituent, you can add
only the primary email
address information. On
the constituent record, you
can add additional email
addresses on the Contact
tab.

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Email types
defined in the
system

Business
selected or
Business name
entered

To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add an email type for a new
business, you must enter a
Business name.
Business industry
BUSINESS_INDUSTRYCODEID
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Select the business’ type of Never
Industries
industry such as Health
defined in the
Constituent
care or Education.
system
type: “Individual”
To update this field, you
Business
must select a business. To
selected or
add an industry for a new
Business name
business, you must enter a
entered
Business name.
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Field

Description

Business lookup ID

Enter the lookup ID for the Never
Text (100
business.
characters)
Constituent
To update this field, you
type: “Individual”
must select a business. To
Business
add a lookup ID for a new
selected or
business, you must enter a
Business name
Business name.
entered

BUSINESS_LOOKUPID

Business LOT
BUSINESS_LOT

Enter the Line of Travel
(LOT) for the address. LOT
is the direction the mail
carrier takes along a CART.
LOT information is required
for standard mailings to
receive the Basic Enhanced
Carrier Route rate.

Required?

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Allowed
values

Text (5
characters)

Business
selected or
Business name
entered

If you validate the address
in the program, the LOT
received from the address
validation service
automatically appears.
To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add a Line of Travel for a
new business, you must
enter a Business name.
Business name
BUSINESS_NAME

Business no. of employees
BUSINESS_NUMEMPLOYEES

Enter the name of the
Never
Text (100
business, exactly as it
characters)
Constituent
should appear throughout
type: “Individual”
the program.
Business: not
selected
Enter the number of
people employed at the
business.
To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add the number of
employees for a new
business, you must enter a
Business name.
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Never

Integer

Constituent
type: “Individual”
Business
selected or
Business name
entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business no. of subsidiary orgs

If the business is the
parent of another
organization, enter the
number of companies the
business owns and
controls.

Never

Integer

BUSINESS_NUMSUBSIDIARIES

To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add the number of
subsidiary organizations
for a new business, you
must enter a Business
name.
Business parent org
BUSINESS_PARENTCORPID

If the business is the
subsidiary of another
organization, you can
select the organization
that owns and controls the
new business.
To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add a parent organization
for a new business, you
must enter a Business
name.
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Constituent
type: “Individual”
Business
selected or
Business name
entered

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Organizations
defined in the
system

Business
selected or
Business name
entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business phone number

Enter the primary phone
number for the business.

Never

Text (100
characters)

BUSINESS_PHONENUMBER

If phone formatting is
enabled, the program
applies the phone format
associated with the
selected country.

Constituent
type: “Individual”
Business
selected or
Business name
entered

If phone formatting is
disabled, you can manually
enter the phone number
as it should appear.
To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add a phone number for a
new business, you must
enter a Business name.
Business phone type
BUSINESS_PHONETYPECODEID

Select the type of phone
number to use as the
primary contact for the
organization, such as
“Business.”
When you add a new
constituent, you can add
only the primary phone
number information. On
the constituent record, you
can add additional phone
numbers on the Contact
tab.

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Phone types
defined in the
system

Business
selected or
Business name
entered

To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add a type of phone
number for a new
business, you must enter a
Business name.
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business reciprocal type

Enter the Business
reciprocal type, such as
“Employee.” If you enter
“Employee” in Business
reciprocal type, then
“Employer” may be
appropriate for Business
relationship type.

Never

Reciprocal
types defined in
the system

BUSINESS_
RECIPROCALTYPECODEIDSIMPLELIST

Constituent
type: “Individual”
Business
selected or
Business name
entered

Business reciprocal type is Business
Relationship
the corresponding
type: selected
relationship to Business
relationship type. For
example, “Employer” can
correspond to “Employee.”
Business relationship type

Enter the Business
relationship type, such as
BUSINESS_
“Employer.” If you enter
RELATIONSHIPTYPECODEIDSIMPLELIST
“Employee” in Business
relationship type, then
“Employer” may be
appropriate for Business
reciprocal type.

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Relationship
types defined in
the system

Business
selected or
Business name
entered

Business reciprocal type is Gender: selected
the corresponding
relationship to Business
relationship type. For
example, “Employer” can
correspond to “Employee.”
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Business state

Enter the state for the
business’ primary address.

Never

States defined
in the system

BUSINESS_STATEID

To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add a state for a new
business, you must enter a
Business name.
Business website
BUSINESS_WEBADDRESS

Enter the address to the
business’ corporate
website. On the
constituent record, the
address entered appears
as a link to the
organization’s website.
To update this field, you
must select a business. To
add a website for a new
business, you must enter a
Business name.

Business ZIP
BUSINESS_POSTCODE

Enter the Zip code for the
business’ primary address.

Constituent
type: “Individual”
Business
selected or
Business name
entered
Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

A valid web
address

Business
selected or
Business name
entered

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Text (12
characters)

To update this field, you
must select a business. To
Business
add a Zip code for a new
selected or
business, you must enter a
Business name
Business name.
entered
Constituencies
CONSTITUENCIES
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Enter constituencies
already defined in the
program, such as “Board
Member” or “Staff.” You
can also enter
constituencies defined by
your organization, such as
Friend or Trustee. When
you select this field, a
second grid appears. Enter
the constituency and the
dates for the constituency.

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Select from a
connected grid

Business
selected or
Business name
entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Constituent

To update a constituent
record, select the
constituent. To add
constituent records, leave
this field blank.

Conditionally

Constituents
defined in the
system

When you select this field,
a second grid appears.
Select the constituent
security attributes that
apply.

Never

Select from a
connected grid

Select the site you want to
associate with the record.
Records that can be
associated with more than
one site have a Site grid,
instead of a Site field.

Never

Constituent
sites defined in
the system

Select the type of
constituent.

Conditionally

TinyInt

PRIMARYRECORDID

Constituent security attribute
SECURITYATTRIBUTES

Constituent site
CONSTITUENT_SITEID

Constituent type
CONSTITUENTTYPECODE

Updates:
required
New records:
unavailable

New records:
To add a person such as a required
donor or an employee as a
Always required
constituent, select
Updates:
“Individual.”
unavailable
To add a household that
supports your mission as a
constituent, select
“Household.”

Values from the
Constituent
Type table
“Individual”
“Organization”
“Household”
“Constituent
group”

To add a business or
company that supports
your mission as a
constituent, select
“Organization.”
To add a group of
constituents who donate
together under one entity
such as a giving circle,
select “Constituent group.”
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Deceased date

To update or add to this
field, you must select Is
deceased. If the
constituent is deceased,
enter the date.

Never

A "fuzzy" date

Enter the email address
type and email address.
Then select Email address
primary, Do not send
email to this address, and
Update household email
addresses as necessary.

Never

DECEASEDDATE

Email addresses
EMAILADDRESSES

Enter the email address.
If the email address is the
primary email address,
select Email address
primary.

Constituent
type: “Individual”
Is deceased:
selected

Email address
type, Do not
send email to
this address,
Update
household
email addresses:
Never

Select from a
connected grid

Email address,
Email address
primary:
Conditionally as
If the constituent does not
part of Email
want email sent to this
addresses
email address, select Do
not send email to this
You can only
address.
select Email
address primary
To update household email
for one of the
addresses with this
addresses in the
address, select Update
collection.
household email
addresses.
First name
FIRSTNAME
Gender
GENDERCODE
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Enter the first name of the
constituent.

Never

Select whether the
individual is a male or
female. If you are unsure of
the individual’s gender,
select “Unknown.”

Conditionally

TinyInt

If Constituent
type is
“Individual.”

Genders
defined in the
system

Constituent
type: “Individual”

Text (50
characters)
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Gives anonymously

Select whether the
constituent gives
anonymously.

Never

Selected or not
selected

GIVESANONYMOUSLY

Group description
GROUPDESCRIPTION

Group start date
GROUPSTARTDATE

Group type
GROUPTYPEID

Industry
ORG_INDUSTRYCODEID

Interests
INTERESTS
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Constituent
type:
“Individual,”
“Household,” or
“Constituent
group”

Enter a description to help Never
identify the group.
Constituent
type:
“Household” or
“Constituent
group”

Text (300
characters)

Enter the start date for the Never
group.
Constituent
type:
“Household” or
“Constituent
group”

Date

Select the type of the
group, such as “Giving
circle” or “Family
foundation.” Your
organization determines
the available group types.

Never

Group types
defined in the
system

Select the constituent’s
industry, such as
“Communications” or
“Financial.”

Never

Constituent
type:
“Constituent
group”

Constituent
type: “Individual”
or
“Organization”

When you select this field, Never
a connected grid appears.
For each interest, select
the interest type and enter
notes.

Industries
defined in the
system

Select from a
connected grid
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Is deceased

If the individual is
deceased, select this
checkbox.

Never

Selected or not
selected

For an individual
constituent, enter the last
name of the individual.

Always required

Text (100
characters)

Never

Text (100
characters)

DECEASED
Last/Org/Group/Household name
KEYNAME

Constituent
type: “Individual”

For a group constituent,
enter the name of the
group.
For a household
constituent, enter the
name of the household.
For an organization
constituent, enter the
name of the organization.
Lookup ID
LOOKUP_ID

When you add a record,
you can enter the Lookup
ID for the constituent. You
cannot update this field.

Updates:
unavailable

This primary lookup ID
appears in the Lookup ID
field on the constituent
record. Rather than edit
the primary lookup ID, you
can also assign alternate
lookup IDs for the
constituent.
Maiden name
MAIDENNAME
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Enter a maiden name for
Never
Text (100
the individual as necessary.
characters)
Constituent
On the constituent record,
type: “Individual”
the maiden name entered
appears as an alias on the
Names tab. When you
search for individual
constituents, you can
select to include maiden
names in the search
criteria.
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Field

Description

Marital status

Select the marital status for Never
Marital
the constituent, such as
statuses
Constituent
“Married” or “Single.”
defined in the
type: “Individual”
system

MARITALSTATUSCODEID

Middle name
MIDDLENAME

Nickname
NICKNAME

No. of employees
ORG_NUMEMPLOYEES

No. of subsidiary orgs
ORG_NUMSUBSIDIARIES

Parent org
ORG_PARENTCORPID
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Required?

Allowed
values

Enter the middle name of
Never
Text (50
the individual constituent
characters)
Constituent
exactly as it should appear
type: “Individual”
throughout your database
such as on pages and
reports.
Enter a nickname for the
individual as necessary.
When you search for
individual constituents,
you can select to include
nicknames in the search
criteria.

Never

Enter the number of
people employed at the
organization.

Never

If the organization is the
parent of another
organization, enter the
number of companies the
organization owns and
controls.

Never

If the organization is the
subsidiary of another
organization, you can
select the organization
that owns and controls the
new organization.

Never

Constituent
type: “Individual”

Text (50
characters)

Integer

Constituent
type:
“Organization”
Integer

Constituent
type:
“Organization”

Constituent
type:
“Organization”

Organizations
defined in the
system
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Phones

When you select this field,
a connected grid for
phones appears

Never

Select from a
connected grid

PHONES

Phone type, Do
not call this
number, Update
household
phones: Never

Phone type, Phone
number, Phone primary,
Do not call this number,
and Update household
Phone number,
phones appear in the
Phone primary:
connected grid for Phones.
Conditionally as
Select the type of phone
part of Phones
number for the
You can only
constituent, such as “Cell
select Phone
Phone” or “Home.”
primary for one
Enter the phone number
of the numbers
for the constituent.
in the collection.
To designate the number
as the constituent’s phone
number for
communications, select
Phone primary. By default,
the first phone number
you enter for a constituent
is the primary number. You
can enter only one primary
phone number for a
constituent. Under Phone
numbers on the Contact
tab, the primary number
appears first.
Prospect manager
PROSPECTMANAGERFUNDRAISERID
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Prospect manager does
Never
not apply to organizations.
Constituent
Select the prospect
type:
manager to associate with “Individual,”
the constituent.
“Household,” or
“Constituent
group”

Prospect
managers
defined in the
system
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Spouse

If the individual has a
spouse, select that
individual.

Never

Spouses
defined in the
system

Enter the individual’s date
of birth, such as
10/10/1941. If you are
unsure of the exact birth
date, you can enter a
“fuzzy” date, such as the
month and year or the year
only.

Never

SPOUSE_ID
Spouse birth date
SPOUSE_BIRTHDATE

Constituent
type: “Individual”

A "fuzzy" date

Constituent
type: “Individual”
Spouse selected
or Spouse last
name entered

To update this field, you
must select a spouse. To
add the birth date for a
new spouse, you must
enter the Spouse last
name.
Spouse first name
SPOUSE_FIRSTNAME

Enter the first name of the
spouse exactly as it should
appear throughout your
database such as on pages
and reports.
To update this field, you
must select a spouse. To
add the first name for a
new spouse, you must
enter the Spouse last
name.

Spouse gender
SPOUSE_GENDERCODE
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Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Text (50
characters)

Spouse selected
or Spouse last
name entered

Select whether the spouse Never
is a male or female. If you
Constituent
are unsure of the spouse’s
type: “Individual”
gender, select “Unknown.”
Spouse selected
To update this field, you
or Spouse last
must select a spouse. To
name entered
add the gender for a new
spouse, you must enter the
Spouse last name.

TinyInt
Genders
defined in the
system
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Spouse last name

Enter the last name of the
spouse exactly as it should
appear throughout your
database such as on pages
and reports.

Never

Text (100
characters)

To update this field, you
must select a spouse. To
add the Lookup ID for a
new spouse, you must
enter the Spouse last
name.

Never

Enter a maiden name for
the spouse as necessary.
On the constituent record,
the maiden name entered
appears as an alias on the
Names tab. When you
search for individual
constituents, you can
select to include maiden
names in the search
criteria.

Never

SPOUSE_LASTNAME

Spouse lookup ID
SPOUSE_LOOKUPID

Spouse maiden name
SPOUSE_MAIDENNAME

Constituent
type: “Individual”
New records:
leave Spouse
blank

Constituent
type: “Individual”

Text (100
characters)

Spouse selected
or Spouse last
name entered

Constituent
type: “Individual”

Text (100
characters)

Spouse selected
or Spouse last
name entered

To update this field, you
must select a spouse. To
add the maiden name for a
new spouse, you must
enter the Spouse last
name.
Spouse middle name
SPOUSE_MIDDLENAME

Enter the middle name of
the spouse exactly as it
should appear throughout
your database such as on
pages and reports.
To update this field, you
must select a spouse. To
add the middle name for a
new spouse, you must
enter the Spouse last
name.
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Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Text (50
characters)

Spouse selected
or Spouse last
name entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Spouse nickname

Enter a nickname for the
spouse as necessary. When
you search for individual
constituents, you can
select to include nicknames
in the search criteria.

Never

Text (50
characters)

SPOUSE_NICKNAME

To update this field, you
must select a spouse. To
add the nickname for a
new spouse, you must
enter the Spouse last
name.
Spouse reciprocal type
SPOUSE_
RECIPROCALTYPECODEIDSIMPLELIST

Enter the Spouse
reciprocal type, such as
“Wife” and the Spouse
relationship type, such as
“Husband.”
Spouse reciprocal type is
the corresponding
relationship to Spouse
relationship type. For
example, “Husband” can
correspond to “Wife.”
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Constituent
type: “Individual”
Spouse selected
or Spouse last
name entered

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Reciprocal
types defined in
the system

Spouse selected
or Spouse last
name entered
Gender: selected
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Field

Description

Spouse relationship type

Enter the Spouse
relationship type, such as
SPOUSE_
“Husband” and the Spouse
RELATIONSHIPTYPECODEIDSIMPLELIST
reciprocal type, such as
“Wife.”
Spouse reciprocal type is
the corresponding
relationship to Spouse
relationship type. For
example, “Husband” can
correspond to “Wife.”
Spouse suffix
SPOUSE_SUFFIXCODEID

Select a suffix for the
spouse such as “Sr.” or
“M.D.” You can select a
second suffix if necessary,
such as “III Esq.”
To update this field, you
must select a spouse. To
add the suffix to a new
spouse’s name, you must
enter the Spouse last
name.

Spouse title
SPOUSE_TITLECODEID

Select a title for the spouse
such as “Mr.,” “Mrs.,” or
“Ms.” You can select a
second title if necessary,
such as “Reverend Dr.”
To update this field, you
must select a spouse. To
add the title to a new
spouse’s name, you must
enter the Spouse last
name.

Suffix
SUFFIXCODEID
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Select a suffix for the
individual such as “Sr.” or
“M.D.” You can select a
second suffix if necessary,
such as “III Esq.”

Required?

Allowed
values

Never

Relationship
types defined in
the system

Constituent
type: “Individual”
Spouse selected
or Spouse last
name entered
Gender: selected

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Suffixes defined
in the system

Spouse selected
or Spouse last
name entered

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Titles defined in
the system

Spouse selected
or Spouse last
name entered

Never
Constituent
type: “Individual”

Suffixes defined
in the system
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Title

Select a title for the
individual such as “Mr.,”
“Mrs.,” or “Ms.” You can
select a second title if
necessary, such as
“Reverend Dr.”

Never

Titles defined in
the system

Enter the constituent’s
website address.

Never

TITLECODEID

Website
WEBADDRESS

Constituent
type: “Individual”

A valid web
address

Addresses Collection
The following table describes fields for the Addresses collection.

Field

Description

Required?

Address type

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Conditionally

Select the type of address for the constituent, such as “Business” or
“Home.”

As part of
Addresses

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Conditionally

Select the country for the constituent’s address. The country you select
determines the fields that appear on the screen. For example, if you
select “United Kingdom” instead of “United States,” the County and
Postcode fields appear instead of State and ZIP.

As part of
Addresses

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Country

Address

Enter the street address or post office box for the constituent’s address.
City

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Enter the city or town for the constituent’s address.
State

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Select the state for the constituent’s address.
ZIP

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Enter the Zip code for the constituent’s address.
Address start
date

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Select the date when the constituent begins use of the address.
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Field

Description

Required?

Address
primary

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Conditionally

To designate the address as the constituent’s main address for
communications, select this checkbox. If you define other addresses, you
must select one address as the primary address. You can enter only one
primary address for a constituent. Under Addresses on the Contact tab,
the primary address appears first.

As part of
Addresses

Do not send
mail to this
address

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Do not mail
reason

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Update
household
address

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Seasonal
information

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Info source

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

You can only
select this
for one of
the
addresses in
the
collection.

If the individual requests that you not send mail to the address, select
this checkbox.
Never

If you select Do not send mail to this address, select why the individual
requests to not receive mail at the address.
Never

When the constituent is a member of a household with additional
members, this checkbox appears. To copy the address to the household
and its members, select this checkbox.
Never

For a seasonal address, select the start and end dates for the time period
when the constituent uses the address.
Never

When you add or make changes to an address, you can select a source
for the information. For example, if the spouse of a constituent lets you
know about a change of address, you can make the changes and select
“Family Member” for the information source.
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Field

Description

Required?

County

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Select the county for the constituent address. If you validate the address
in the program, the county received from the address validation service
automatically appears.
DPC

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Enter the Delivery Point Code (DPC) for the address. DPC is a POSTNET
barcode that contains a ZIP+4 barcode plus two additional digits (or 10
additional bars) to designate a specific delivery point. The barcode
consists of 62 bars total, with beginning and ending frame bars and five
bars each for the nine digits of the ZIP+4, the last two digits of the
primary street address or post office box, and a correction digit.
If you receive a three-digit DPC from your vendor, enter only the first two
digits. The first two digits of the DPC are the last two digits of the street
address number.
If you validate the address in the program, the DPC received from the
address validation service automatically appears.
CART

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Enter the Carrier Route (CART) for the address. CART refers to the
addresses served by the postal carrier and the route used to deliver the
mail. The CART can include the city, rural, and highway contract routes.
To ease the delivery of mail and receive a postal discount, you can add
CART information to addresses in your mailings.
If you validate the address in the program, the CART received from the
address validation service automatically appears.
LOT

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Enter the Line of Travel (LOT) for the address. LOT is the direction the
mail carrier takes along a CART. LOT information is required for standard
mailings to receive the Basic Enhanced Carrier Route rate.
If you validate the address in the program, the LOT received from the
address validation service automatically appears.
Region

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Select the region for the address, such as “North” or “Southeast.”
Congressional This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.
district
Select the congressional district for the address. If you validate the
address in the program, the district received from the address validation
service automatically appears.
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Field

Description

Required?

State House
district

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

State Senate
district

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Select the state House district for the address. If you validate the address
in the program, the district received from the address validation service
automatically appears.
Never

Select the state Senate district for the address. If you validate the
address in the program, the district received from the address validation
service automatically appears.

Local precinct This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Select the local precinct for the address. If you validate the address in the
program, the precinct received from the address validation service
automatically appears.
Certification
data

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Last
validation
attempt date

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Omit from
validation

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

You typically do not update this field through batch.
Never

Enter the date of the last validation attempt. You typically do not update
this field through batch.
Never

With Data Tune-Up, you can run an address validation process to verify
addresses entered in the database exist. When you run the address
validation process, the program automatically updates missing or
incomplete address information, standardizes street addresses, and
updates the Coding Accuracy Support System (CASS) certified
information.
To exclude the address entered when your organization runs the
address validation process, select this checkbox.

Validation
message

This field appears in the connected grid for Addresses.

Never

Enter the message received from the last validation attempt. You typically
do not update this field through batch.

Educational History Update Batch
The table below explains the fields in the Educational History Update Batch template. You can use this
batch template to add or update educational history records. When a field is not required, you can
leave it blank as necessary. For more information about the fields in a constituent’s educational history,
see the Prospect Wealth & Management Guide.
Fields marked “Never” are never required. Fields marked “Conditionally” are required in some
situations, such as when another field is selected. Some fields are only accessible when another field is
selected or when another field has a specific value. Some fields are display-only when other fields are
selected. Fields marked “Unavailable” are not accessible under some or all conditions. This information
is given in the “Required” column of the table below.
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Note: For updates, if you leave a field blank, the batch will not overwrite the existing entry.

Field

Description

Required?

Academic catalog additional information Enter additional
information about the
AFFILIATEDADDITIONALINFORMATION
program, such as its
college or school,
department, or degree
type at the educational
institution.

Never

Academic catalog degree

Never

ACADEMICCATALOGDEGREEID

Select the degree of the
program the constituent
attends at the institution.

Allowed
values

Select from a
connected
Constituent or
grid
Educational
history:
selected
Educational
institution:
affiliated and
contained in
the academic
catalog
Academic
catalog
Constituent or
degrees
Educational
defined in the
history:
system
selected
Educational
institution:
affiliated and
contained in
the academic
catalog

Academic catalog program
ACADEMICCATALOGPROGRAMID

Select the program the
Never
constituent attends at the
Constituent or
institution, such as
Educational
“Undergraduate.”
history:
selected

Academic
catalog
programs
defined in the
system

Educational
institution:
affiliated and
contained in
the academic
catalog
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Class of

Enter the class year
associated with this
educational history.

Never

Year

CLASSYEAR

Constituent or
Educational
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered

Comments
COMMENT

Enter any additional
Never
Text (500
information about the
characters)
Constituent or
education history with the
Educational
program.
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Constituent

Enter or select the name
of the individual
constituent associated
with this educational
history. This field is
required when you add an
educational history.

Conditionally

Constituents
defined in the
system

PRIMARYCONTEXTRECORDID

Date attended from
STARTDATE

New records:
required
Updates:
unavailable

Select the date from which Never
A "fuzzy" date
the constituent attended.
Constituent or
Educational
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
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Field

Description

Date attended to

Select the date to which
Never
A "fuzzy" date
the constituent attended.
Constituent or
Educational
history:
selected or
entered

DATELEFT

Required?

Allowed
values

Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
Educational additional information

Enter any additional
information associated
UNAFFILIATEDADDITIONALINFORMATION
with this educational
history.

Never

Select from a
connected
Constituent or
grid
Educational
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Educational degree

Enter the educational
degree associated with
this educational history.

Never

EDUCATIONALDEGREECODEID

Allowed
values

Educational
degrees
Constituent or
defined in the
Educational
system
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered

Educational history
PRIMARYRECORDID

Educational institution
EDUCATIONALINSTITUTIONID

Educational institution city
EDUCATIONALINSTITUTIONCITY

Select from existing
Conditionally
educational histories. This
Updates:
field is required for
required
updates to records.
New records:
leave blank

Educational
histories
defined in the
system

Select the primary school, Never
university, or other
educational institution the
constituent attends. This
field is required when you
add an educational
history.

Educational
institutions
defined in the
system

Enter the city or town for
the educational
institution’s primary
address.

Text (150
characters)

Never
Constituent:
selected
Educational
institution
name: entered
Educational
institution:
not selected
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Educational institution country

Select the country of the
educational institution’s
primary address.

Never

Countries
defined in the
system

EDUCATIONALINSTITUTIONCOUNTRYID

Constituent:
selected
Educational
institution
name: entered
Educational
institution:
not selected

Educational institution FICE code
EDUCATIONALINSTITUTIONFICECODE

Educational institution name
EDUCATIONALINSTITUTIONNAME

Enter the FICE code, if
applicable, of the
educational institution. A
FICE code is a number
formerly assigned to all
two-year or higher
educational institutions by
the Federal Interagency
Committee on Education.
FICE codes are no longer
assigned, but may still be
used to help track
institutions.

Never

Enter the name of the
educational institution.

Never

Constituent:
selected

Text (50
characters)

Educational
institution
name: entered
Educational
institution:
not selected

Constituent:
selected

Text (100
characters)

Educational
institution
name: entered
Educational
institution:
not selected
Educational institution state
EDUCATIONALINSTITUTIONSTATEID

Enter the educational
institution’s state.

Never
Constituent:
selected

States
defined in the
system

Educational
institution
name: entered
Educational
institution:
not selected
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Field

Description

Educational involvements

When you select this field, Never
a connected grid appears.
Educational
Select the educational
institution:
involvements that apply to selected
the educational history.
Name and description are
required. You can also
enter the dates for the
involvements, whether an
award was given, and
notes about the
involvement.

EDUCATIONALINVOLVEMENTS

Educational program
EDUCATIONALPROGRAMCODEID

Enter the educational
program associated with
this educational history.

Required?

Allowed
values
Select from a
connected
grid

Never

Educational
programs
Constituent or
defined in the
Educational
system
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

First name

Displays the first name of
the selected constituent.

Never

Text (50
characters)

Select the date the
constituent graduated
from the program.

Never

CONSTITUENTFIRSTNAME
Graduation date
DATEGRADUATED

Unavailable

A "fuzzy" date

Constituent or
Educational
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
Status:
“Graduated”
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Field

Description

Required?

Honor awarded

Select whether the
institution awarded the
constituent with the
selected degree. If you are
unsure, leave this field
blank.

Never

EDUCATIONALAWARDCODEID

Allowed
values

Honors
defined in the
Constituent or
system
Educational
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered

Information source
EDUCATIONALSOURCECODEID

Select the source for the
educational history
information.

Never

Information
sources
Constituent or
defined in the
Educational
system
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Last name

Displays the last name of
the selected constituent.

Never

Text (100
characters)

If you select a status of
“Currently attending” from
Status, select the level that
the constituent most
recently achieved in the
program.

Never

CONSTITUENTKEYNAME
Level
EDUCATIONALHISTORYLEVELCODEID

Unavailable

Constituent or
Educational
history:
selected or
entered

Levels defined
in the system

Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
Status:
“Currently
attending”
Lookup ID
CONSTITUENTLOOKUPID
Preferred class of
PREFERREDCLASSYEAR

Displays the Lookup ID for Never
the selected constituent.
Unavailable

Text (100
characters)

If the constituent
identifies with a class year
other than the actual class
year, enter the preferred
class year of the
constituent.

Year

Never
Constituent or
Educational
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Primary education information

If this educational history
is the constituent’s
primary education, select
this field.

Never

Selected or
not selected

ISPRIMARYRECORD

Constituent or
Educational
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered

Reason
EDUCATIONALHISTORYREASONCODEID

Select the reason for the
unknown status.

Never

Reasons
defined in the
Constituent or
system
Educational
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
Status:
“Unknown”
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Field

Description

Required?

Allowed
values

Source date

Select the date that you
received the educational
history information.

Never

A "fuzzy" date

EDUCATIONALSOURCEDATE

Constituent or
Educational
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered
Source:
selected

Status
EDUCATIONALHISTORYSTATUSID

Select the educational
status of the constituent
with the institution, such
as “Currently attending”
or “Graduated.”
If you are an educational
institution with an
affiliation with the
selected institution, the
selected status
determines the
educational constituency
of the constituent. If you
select “Currently
attending,” the program
assigns a constituency of
“Student.” If you select
“Graduated,” the program
assigns a constituency of
“Alumnus.” If you select
“Unknown” or
“Incomplete,” the program
does not assign an
educational constituency.

Never

Educational
statuses
Constituent or
defined in the
Educational
system
history:
selected or
entered
Educational
institution
selected or
Educational
institution
name (when
included)
entered

Giving Summary Update Batch
The table below explains the fields in the Giving Summary Update Batch template. You can use this
batch template to add or update giving summary records. When a field is not required, you can leave
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it blank as necessary. For more information about the fields in a constituent’s giving summary, see the
Prospect Wealth & Management Guide.
Fields marked “Always” are always required. Fields marked “Never” are never required. Fields marked
“Unavailable” are display-only. This information is given in the “Required” column of the table below.
Note: For updates, if you leave a field blank, the batch will not overwrite the existing entry.

Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

Constituent

Select the individual constituent
associated with this giving summary.
This field is required.

Always

Constituents
defined in the
system

Enter the amount of the first gift from
this constituent.

Never

Money

Enter the date of the first gift from this
constituent.

Never

Date

Enter the designation for the first gift
from this constituent.

Never

Text (100
characters)

Enter the type of gift for the first gift
Never
from this constituent, such as, “capital.”

Text (100
characters)

Displays the first name of the selected
constituent.

Never

Text (50
characters)

Enter the largest gift amount from this
constituent.

Never

Money

Enter the date of the largest gift from
this constituent.

Never

Date

PRIMARYRECORDID
First gift amount
FIRSTGIFTAMOUNT
First gift date
FIRSTGIFTDATE
First gift designation
FIRSTGIFTDESIGNATION
First gift type
FIRSTGIFTTYPE
First name
FIRSTNAME
Largest gift amount
LARGESTGIFTAMOUNT
Largest gift date
LARGESTGIFTDATE
Largest gift designation
LARGESTGIFTDESIGNATION
Largest gift type
LARGESTGIFTTYPE
Last name
KEYNAME
Latest gift amount
LATESTGIFTAMOUNT
Latest gift date
LATESTGIFTDATE

Unavailable

Enter the designation for the largest gift Never
from this constituent.

Text (100
characters)

Enter the type of gift for the largest gift Never
from this constituent, such as, “capital.”

Text (100
characters)

Displays the last name of the selected
constituent.

Text (100
characters)

Never
Unavailable

Enter the most recent gift amount from Never
this constituent.

Money

Enter the date of the most recent gift
from this constituent.

Date
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Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

Latest gift designation

Enter the designation for the first gift
from this constituent.

Never

Text (100
characters)

Enter the type of gift for the most recent Never
gift from this constituent, such as,
“capital.”

Text (100
characters)

Displays the Lookup ID for the selected
constituent.

Never

Text (100
characters)

Enter the total from this constituent
due to giving.

Never

Money

Enter the total number of gifts from this Never
constituent.

Integer

LATESTGIFTDESIGNATION
Latest gift type
LATESTGIFTTYPE
Lookup ID
LOOKUP_ID
Total giving
TOTALGIFTAMOUNT
Total number of gifts
TOTALGIFTSGIVEN

Unavailable

Modeling and Propensity Batch
The table below explains the fields included in the Modeling and Propensity Batch template. You can
use this batch template to add or import modeling and propensity records. When a field is not
required, you can leave it blank as necessary. For more information about likelihood ratings, see the
Prospect Wealth & Management Guide.
Fields marked “Always” are always required. Fields marked “Never” are never required. Fields marked
“Conditionally” are required in some situations, such as when another field is selected. Some fields are
only accessible when another field is selected or when another field has a specific value. Some field
are display-only when other fields are selected. This information is given in the “Required” column of
the table below.
These fields are never required.

Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

Annual giving likelihood

Enter the constituent’s rating for
annual giving likelihood.

Always

Integer

Enter the constituent’s rating for
annuity likelihood.

Never

Integer

Enter the constituent’s rating for
bequest likelihood.

Never

Integer

ANNUALGIFTLIKELIHOOD
Annuity likelihood
ANNUITYLIKELIHOOD
Bequest likelihood
BEQUESTLIKELIHOOD
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Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

Constituent

Select the name of the individual
constituent associated with this
modeling and propensity entry.

Always

Constituents
defined in the
system

Enter the constituent’s rating for
CRT likelihood.

Never

Integer

Enter the constituent’s rating for
major giving likelihood.

Never

Integer

Enter the constituent’s rating for
patient response likelihood.

Never

Integer

Enter the constituent’s rating for
planned giving likelihood.

Never

Integer

Enter the constituent’s WealthPoint
screening indicator.

Always

Text (1
character)

IMPORTID
CRT likelihood
CRTLIKELIHOOD
Major giving likelihood
MAJORGIVINGLIKELIHOOD
Patient response likelihood
PATIENTRESPONSELIKELIHOOD
Planned giving likelihood
PLANNEDGIFTLIKELIHOOD
WealthPoint screening
indicator
WPSCREENINGINDICATOR

Modeling and Propensity Update Batch
The table below explains the fields included in the Modeling and Propensity Update Batch template.
To use this batch template to update records, you must customize the template. For information about
how to edit batch templates, see the Data Management Guide
Fields marked “Always” are always required. Fields marked “Never” are never required. This information
is given in the “Required” column of the table below.
Note: For updates, if you leave a field blank, the batch will not overwrite the existing entry.

Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

Annual giving likelihood

Enter the constituent’s
rating for annual giving
likelihood.

Never

SmallInt

Enter the constituent’s
rating for annuity
likelihood.

Never

SmallInt

Enter the constituent’s
rating for bequest
likelihood.

Never

SmallInt

ANNUALGIFTLIKELIHOOD
Annuity likelihood
ANNUITYLIKELIHOOD
Bequest likelihood
BEQUESTLIKELIHOOD
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Field

Description

Constituent

Select the name of the
individual constituent
associated with this
modeling and propensity
entry. This field is required.

PRIMARYRECORDID

CRT likelihood

Required? Allowed
values
Constituents
defined in the
system

Enter the constituent’s
rating for CRT likelihood.

Never

SmallInt

Displays the first name of
the selected constituent.

Never

Text (50
characters)

Displays the last name of
the selected constituent.

Never

Displays the Lookup ID for
the selected constituent.

Never

Enter the constituent’s
rating for major giving
likelihood.

Never

SmallInt

Enter the constituent’s
rating for membership
likelihood.

Never

SmallInt

Enter the constituent’s
rating for online giving
likelihood.

Never

SmallInt

Enter the constituent’s
Never
rating for patient response
likelihood.

SmallInt

Enter the constituent’s
rating for planned giving
likelihood.

Never

SmallInt

Enter the constituent’s
suggested membership
level range.

Never

Membership level
ranges defined in
the system

Enter the constituent’s
suggested membership
SUGGESTEDMEMBERSHIPLEVELSCOREID
level score.

Never

Membership level
scores defined in
the system

Target gift range

Enter the constituent’s
target gift range.

Never

Target gift
ranges defined in
the system

Enter the constituent’s
target gift range score.

Never

Target gift range
scores defined in
the system

CRTLIKELIHOOD
First name
FIRSTNAME
Last name
KEYNAME
Lookup ID
LOOKUP_ID
Major giving likelihood
MAJORGIVINGLIKELIHOOD
Membership likelihood
MEMBERSHIPLIKELIHOOD
Online giving likelihood
ONLINEGIVINGLIKELIHOOD
Patient response likelihood
PATIENTRESPONSELIKELIHOOD
Planned giving likelihood
PLANNEDGIFTLIKELIHOOD
Suggested membership level range
SUGGESTEDMEMBERSHIPLEVELID
Suggested membership level score

TARGETGIFTRANGEID
Target gift range score
TARGETGIFTRANGESCOREID
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Prospect Research Giving Summary Batch
The table below explains the fields included in the Prospect Research Giving Batch template. You can
use this batch template to add prospect research giving records. If a field is not required, you can
leave it blank as necessary. For more information about prospect research giving, see the Prospect
Wealth & Management Guide.
Fields marked “Always” are always required. Fields marked “Never” are never required. This information
is given in the “Required” column of the table below.
Note: For updates, if you leave a field blank, the batch will not overwrite the existing entry.

Field

Description

Constituent

Select the name of the individual
Always
constituent associated with information
for this prospect research giving. This field
is required.

Constituents
defined in the
system

Enter the amount of the first gift from this Never
constituent.

Money

Enter the date of the first gift from this
constituent.

Date

CONSTITUENTID

First gift amount
FIRSTGIFTAMOUNT
First gift date
FIRSTGIFTDATE
First gift designation
FIRSTGIFTDESIGNATION
First gift type
FIRSTGIFTTYPE
Largest gift amount
LARGESTGIFTAMOUNT
Largest gift date
LARGESTGIFTDATE
Largest gift designation
LARGESTGIFTDESIGNATION
Largest gift type
LARGESTGIFTTYPE
Latest gift amount
LATESTGIFTAMOUNT
Latest gift date
LATESTGIFTDATE

Required? Allowed
values

Never

Enter the designation for the first gift from Never
this constituent.

Text (100
characters)

Enter the type of gift for the most recent
gift from this constituent, such as,
“capital.”

Never

Text (100
characters)

Enter the largest gift amount from this
constituent.

Never

Money

Enter the date of the largest gift from this
constituent.

Never

Date

Enter the designation for the largest gift
from this constituent.

Never

Text (100
characters)

Enter the type of gift for the largest gift
from this constituent, such as, “capital.”

Never

Text (100
characters)

Enter the most recent gift amount from
this constituent.

Never

Money

Enter the date of the most recent gift from Never
this constituent.
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Field

Description

Required? Allowed
values

Latest gift designation

Enter the designation for the most recent
gift from this constituent.

Never

Text (100
characters)

Enter the type of gift for the most recent
gift from this constituent, such as,
“capital.”

Never

Text (100
characters)

Enter the total from this constituent due
to giving.

Never

Money

Enter the total number of gifts from this
constituent.

Never

Integer

LATESTGIFTDESIGNATION
Latest gift type
LATESTGIFTTYPE
Total giving
TOTALGIFTAMOUNT
Total number of gifts
TOTALGIFTSGIVEN

Batch Entry
With Batch, you can add or update multiple records in your database at once. This is an efficient
alternative to working with records individually and saves time. When you work with records in bulk,
you eliminate the need to open and work with each individual record. For example, when you have
similar information such as a group of volunteer timesheets from Saturday's Walk-A-Thon, it is much
easier to add that information to your database in a group format using a timesheet batch.
In Batch entry, you can access several configuration tasks to ensure a consistent environment for your
batch processes. Before you create and manage batches, you must first specify batch numbering
schemes, workflows, and templates. For more information about these configuration tasks, see Batch
Configuration on page 11. Once you complete the necessary configuration options, you can begin to
create and manage batches using the Uncommitted Batches and Committed Batches tabs on the Batch
Entry page.
Tip: Several reports are available to help you track the records entered in a batch and correct the
exceptions generated when you commit a batch. For more information, see Batch Entry Reports.
On the Batch Entry page, you can enter data into batches and process batches through their workflows.
Both uncommitted and committed batches are available on this page. To access the page, from
Administration, click Batch entry.
Before you create and manage batches, you must first specify batch numbering schemes, workflows,
and templates. You can access these configuration tasks from the Batch Entry page under
Configuration. For more information about these tasks, see Batch Configuration on page 11.

Uncommitted Batches
On the Uncommitted Batches tab, you can view and manage your batches that are available for data
entry. In the Uncommitted batches grid, information about your uncommitted batches appears. This
information includes the batch number, template, description, owner, status, date added, and category.
To limit the batches that appear in the grid to those of a specific type of data, use the filters that
appear above the grid. In the Date range field, select the date range by which to filter the batches.
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You can select to display batches that were added during the last 7 days or last 30 days. You can also
select to show only batches that contain exceptions. To clear the filter criteria, click Reset. Use the
search field to search for specific batches using details of the batch, such as the batch template name
or owner. Each column in the grid also includes its own set of filters. Click the filter icon in a column to
display additional filters.
To receive notification of changes to the batches in the Uncommitted batches grid, you can subscribe
to a Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feed that alerts you when uncommitted batches are assigned,
rejected, or approved, depending on your organization’s batch workflow. To subscribe to the RSS
feed, click More, View RSS feed.
When a batch is overdue in its current workflow status, a yellow caution symbol appears next to the
batch number in the Batch number column.

Additional batch information appears in the details pane that expands directly beneath the batch you
select. To view details, in the Uncommitted batches grid, click the double arrows next to a batch to
expand its row.

For imported batches, the details pane includes a link to the import process that generated the batch.
For exception batches, the details pane includes a link to the original batch in the batch chain. It also
lists the exception types, which display as hyperlinks that allow you to correct the exceptions. In the
case of duplicates, the exception type link takes you to the duplicate resolution screen. For other
exception types, the link opens the batch with a filter applied to display only rows that contain the
selected exception message.
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Depending on the workflow status of the batch and your security rights and system role, you can
perform many tasks to manage your uncommitted batches. When the batch completes its step in the
workflow, you can update its status to the next status in the workflow or commit its records,
depending on its current status.
When you commit a batch, you can create an exception batch, which contains all records that do not
commit to the database. When you commit the exception batch, you can select to create another
exception batch of any records that still do not commit to the database. Depending on the size of the
original batch and the number of exceptions, you may generate several exception batches before you
successfully commit all records from the original batch to the database. To view all batches related to
an uncommitted batch, select the batch in the grid and click the batch number. The Batch Exception
Chain page for the batch appears. For information about the items on this page, see Batch Exception
Chain on page 156.

Add a Batch
To use Batch entry to add records, you must define the basic properties of the batch. These
properties include the batch number and description, the template used to create the batch, and the
batch’s owner. To add a batch to the database, click Add on the Uncommitted Batches tab.

How to Add a Batch
1. From the Batch page in Administration, click Batch entry. The Batch Entry page appears.
2. Select the Uncommitted Batches tab.
3. On the action bar of the Uncommitted batches grid, click Add. The Add a batch screen appears.

4. In the Batch template field, select the batch template to use. The batch template defines the
fields and any default values that appear in the batch. The Batch template field displays the
batch templates in the database applicable to your system role. Typically, a batch processing
manager creates the batch template. When the required batch template does not appear, your
organization must add it to the database.
For information about how to add a batch template, see Batch Configuration on page 11.
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5. To adjust the fields in the batch template, click Field options. The Batch field options screen
appears. For information about how to customize the fields of the selected batch templates, see
Customize the Fields in a Batch on page 147.
6. In the Batch number field, enter a unique number to identify the batch. Once you save a batch,
you can no longer use its number for batches using the template. When you enter a number that
another batch uses, and click Save, a message appears to remind you that the batch number
must be unique.
Tip: When you open a batch, the batch number appears in the top corner of the screen. On the
Batch Entry page, the batch number appears next to each corresponding batch in the grids.
When you select "Auto-generated" during the creation of the numbering scheme, the program
uses the numbering scheme assigned to the workflow of the selected batch template to
automatically generate and assign a batch number. When you use a global numbering scheme,
the batch uses the next number available in the global scheme. To manually enter a new number,
select Override.
7. In the Description field, enter a unique description to identify the batch. The description
appears in the Uncommitted batches grid so you can determine the purpose of the batch
before you open it.
8. In the Owner field, select the user who owns the batch in its initial status.
Note: The program automatically assigns the person creating the batch as the batch owner. The
selected owner owns the batch in its initial status. When you update the status of a batch, you
can assign the batch to a new owner. For information about how to update a batch status, see
Update a Batch to the Next Workflow Status on page 137.
9. Select Enable auto-save to automatically save each row in the batch as you work.
10. Although this field is not required, we recommend you enter a projected value. When you
validate the batch, you can use your projections to determine the accuracy of the data entry.
11. Click Save. When you leave the Owner field blank or assign ownership of the batch to yourself,
the batch data entry screen appears.
l
l

For information about how to enter data into the batch, see Batch Data Entry on page 143.
When you assign batch ownership to another user, you return to the Uncommitted Batches
tab.

Edit a Batch
You can edit both the properties of a batch as well as the data in a batch.
You can change the properties of the batch from the Batch Entry page or batch data entry screen. You
cannot, however, change the batch template selected to create the batch.
When the workflow status of the batch allows you to edit the records included in the batch, you can
enter or update the data entry of the batch. In Batch entry, you enter the information for each record
on a separate row of the spreadsheet, or batch, on the data entry screen. The batch template used to
create the batch defines the fields that appear on the data entry screen. There is no limit to the number
of records you can enter in a batch.
Warning: You can only edit a batch when its workflow status allows it.
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Edit batch properties
Editing properties allows you to make changes to the batch configuration, such as batch number
and description, once you save it. To ensure that a batch owner has access to the batch once it is
committed, click Update status to change owners instead of Edit properties on the action bar. For
more information, see Update a Batch to the Next Workflow Status on page 137.
1. From the Batch page in Administration, click Batch entry. The Batch Entry page appears.
2. Select the Uncommitted Batches tab.
3. Under Uncommitted batches, click the double arrows next to a batch to expand its row. On
the action bar, click Edit properties. The Edit batch properties screen appears.
Tip: You can also access the Edit batch properties screen from the toolbar of the batch data entry
grid. From the toolbar, click Properties.

4. Edit the information as necessary. You can Select Enable auto-save to automatically save each
row in the batch as you work.
5. Click Save. You return to the Batch Entry page.
Warning: The batch number must be unique per template. When you change the batch number
to one that is used by another batch, a message appears to remind you that the batch number
must be unique. Click OK and enter a new number to identify the batch.

Enter records in a batch
1. From the Batch page in Administration, click Batch entry. The Batch Entry page appears.
2. Select the Uncommitted Batches tab.
3. Under Uncommitted batches, click the double arrows next to a batch to expand its row. On
the action bar, click Edit batch. The batch data entry screen appears. The items that appear on
this screen depend on the selected batch template.
You can limit the batches that appear in the Uncommitted batches grid to those of a specific
type of data. To filter the grid, select a date in the Date range field or select Show only
batches with exceptions and click Apply. Use a search field to search for specific details
associated with a batch, such as a batch template or owner. You can also filter each column in
the grid.
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The grid has the look and feel of a spreadsheet and displays the fields and default values of
the batch template selected to create the batch. When the batch is committed, each row of
the spreadsheet that contains information becomes a new record or updates a record.
4. In the grid, enter or update data for the records. To move from column to column, press TAB
on the keyboard. For more information about data entry in a batch, see Batch Data Entry on
page 143.
• For columns with a down arrow, select the entry. For example, in the Constituent Type
column of a constituent batch, select Individual or Organization.
• For columns with a search button, use a Search screen to find the entry in the database.
• For columns with date information, select the date from a calendar. To automatically enter the
current date in a date field, press F3 on your keyboard.
The grid can contain up to 50 records. If you add more than 50 records into a grid, the batch
adds a new page for the additional records. To navigate through the pages of the batch, click
the right or left arrows next to the Displaying page field, or press PAGE UP or PAGE DOWN on
your keyboard.
To quickly perform tasks on the toolbar ribbon using your keyboard, click Ctrl + M. Shortcut
keys are then displayed over each feature that is available in the current view. To access a task,
click the corresponding letter. To exit the shortcut key display mode, select Esc, or simply click
your mouse.
Tip: When the item you want to enter in the batch is not currently in the database, you can
typically add it from the search screen. To add an item to the database from the search screen,
click Add on the action bar of the Results grid.
Warning: To prevent the creation of blank address records, we recommend you delete default
address information from the batch row when you add a record with no address data.
5. To save the batch data entry at any time, click Save on the action bar or press CTRL+ S on the
keyboard. To save the information and close the batch, click Save and Close on the toolbar.
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• When the program detects an error in the batch data entry, such as a required field is left
blank, a message appears to inform you of the error. Click OK and correct any errors.
• When the program detects no errors in the batch data entry, a message appears to inform you
that the batch saved successfully. To return to the Batch Entry page, click OK.

Update a Batch to the Next Workflow Status
When a batch is ready to move to the next step in the workflow, you can update its status. For
example, your organization’s workflow for a constituent batch specifies that after you enter data into a
batch, an approver must validate the data entry before the program commits the batch to the
database. To submit the batch for approval, you must update its status to the next status of the
workflow. You can update a batch to the next workflow status from the Batch Entry page or the batch
data entry screen.
Note: To ensure that a batch owner has access to the batch after it is committed, always use Update
status to assign new owners instead of Edit properties. For more information about when to use Edit
properties, see Edit batch properties on page 135.
Before you update the status of a batch, we recommend you validate the batch to verify the data entry
is free from exceptions. For information about how to validate a batch, see Validate a Batch on page
149.
Note: When the batch is in the final status of its workflow before committal, the Update status
option is disabled. To move the batch to its next status, you must commit the batch. For information
about how to commit a batch, see Commit a Batch on page 138.

Update a batch to the next workflow status
1. On the Batch Entry page, under the Uncommitted batches grid, click the double arrows next
to a batch to expand its row. On the action bar, click Update status. The Update status screen
appears.

2. In the Next step field, select the step to perform with the batch to move it to the next status.
The selected batch workflow determines the options that appear in the list.
3. In the Assign to field, select the user to process the batch in the new status. The selections in
this field are users with system roles that allow administrator rights to batches in the new
status.
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4. In the Comments field, enter any comments about the batch. For example, enter a note for the
new owner about why the batch is being assigned.
5. Click Save. You return to the Batch Entry page.
Under Uncommitted batches, the Owner and Status columns display updated information
about the new status.

Commit a Batch
Once a batch completes its workflow, you can commit it to the database. When you commit a batch,
the program uses the data in the batch to automatically create or update records in the database. After
committal, you can view the batch commit status page and generate control and exception reports.
Before you commit a batch, we recommend you validate the batch to verify the data entry is free from
exceptions. For information about how to validate a batch, see Validate a Batch on page 149.

Commit a batch to your database
1. From the Batch page in Administration, click Batch entry. The Batch Entry page appears.
2. Select the Uncommitted Batches tab.
3. Under Uncommitted batches, click the double arrows next to a batch to expand its row. On
the action bar, click Commit. The Commit Parameters screen appears. The default settings for
commit parameters are defined on the batch template.
Tip: On the Batch Entry page, to limit the batches that appear in the grid to those of a specific
type of data, use the filters that appear above the grid.

4. Under Batch commit instructions, select the options to perform during the batch committal.
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• To validate the batch before you commit it to the database, select Validate batch before
committing.
Note: When you validate a batch, the program examines all the information entered in the batch
to determine whether data entry errors exist. Before you commit a batch, we recommend you
validate the batch to locate any data entry errors. For information about batch validation, see
Validate a Batch on page 149.
• To check for duplicate constituents, select Check for duplicate constituents.
• To delete the batch after you commit it to the database, select Delete batch after
committing.
Note: When you select to delete a batch after you commit it to your database, you cannot reuse
its batch number. Each batch number must be unique.
• To manually add an exception batch number, select Override and enter a number. An
exception batch is created for all records that do not commit to the database.
5. Under Results, select how to handle the records the program commits to your database.
• To generate a control report after you commit the batch to the database, select Create
control report. The control report describes the committed batch and provides information
about the records included in the batch.
• To create a selection of all the records created in the database when you commit the batch,
select Create output selection and enter a name to help identify the selection. To overwrite
any existing selection of the same name, select Overwrite existing selection.
Note: The output selection query includes only records that commit to the database. The query
does not include exceptions, or records that do not commit to the database. We strongly
recommend you select Create output selection. You can use this query when you create
acknowledgement letters or other mailings for the constituents for whom you added payments in
the batch.
6. Click Start. The commit process begins.
• When you select Validate batch before committing, the program validates the batch. When
the batch validates, the program commits its records to the database. When the validation
fails, a validation report appears so you can view the exceptions.
When the process completes, the batch commit status page appears. For information about
the batch commit status page, see Batch Commit Status Page on page 141.
Tip: If the batch commit process seems to stop mid-process, highlight the batch and select to
resume the process. This allows the batch to continue processing.

Committed Batches
On the Committed Batches tab, the Committed batches grid displays information about your batches
that are committed to the database. When you commit a batch to the database, the program uses its
data to create or update records in the database. For information about how to commit a batch, see
Commit a Batch on page 138.
To limit the batches that appear in the grid to those of a specific type of data, use the filters that
appear above the grid. In the Date range field, select the date range by which to filter the batches.
You can select to display batches that were added during the last 7 days or last 30 days. You can also
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select to include deleted batches. To clear the filter criteria, click Reset. Use the search field to search
for specific batches using details of the batch, such as the batch template name or owner. Each column
in the grid also includes its own set of filters. Click the filter icon in a column to display additional
filters.
Additional batch information appears in the details pane that expands directly beneath the batch you
select. To view details, in the Committed batches grid, click the double arrows next to a batch to
expand its row.

To receive notification of changes to the batches in the Committed batches grid, you can subscribe to
a Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feed that alerts you when uncommitted batches are assigned,
rejected, or approved, depending on your organization’s batch workflow. To subscribe to the RSS
feed, click More, View RSS feed.
When you commit a batch, you can create an exception batch, which contains all records that do not
commit to the database. When you commit the exception batch, you can select to create another
exception batch of any records that still do not commit to the database. Depending on the size of the
original batch and the number of exceptions, you may generate several exception batches before you
successfully commit all records from the original batch to the database.
To view all batches related to an uncommitted batch, click the batch number in the Batch number
column of the grid. The Batch Exception Chain page for the batch appears. For information about the
items on this page, see Batch Exception Chain on page 156.
Tip: It is important to note that you cannot edit or recommit a successfully committed batch. To
update previously committed data, you can manually update that data or create an update batch.

View the Batch Commit Status Page
When you commit a batch, the program generates the batch commit status page to track the
committal of the batch. This page displays information about the batch and its commit process. From
the batch commit status page, you can also view the control report and exception report of the batch.
To view the commit status of a batch on the Committed Batches tab, select the batch in the
Committed batches grid and click Committed in the Status column. The Batch Commit status page
appears. For information about the items on this page, see Batch Commit Status Page on page 141.
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Open a Committed Batch
Once you commit a batch, you can still open it to view its data. To open a batch on the Committed
Batches tab, under Committed batches, click the double arrows next to a batch to expand its row. On
the action bar, click Open batch. The batch data entry screen appears.

View a Batch Control Report
The batch control report lists the records in the batch that were committed to the database and
provides information about each record. The information that appears depends on the type of batch
selected.
To view the batch control report for a batch on the Committed Batches tab, under Committed
batches, click the double arrows next to a batch to expand its row. On the action bar, click View
control report. To view the batch control report from the batch commit status page, click View
control report under Reports. For information about this report, see Batch Control Report.

View a Batch Exception Report
The batch exception report contains information about the records that did not commit to the
database and explains why each record did not commit. The information that appears depends on the
type of batch selected.
To view the batch exception report for a batch on the Committed Batches tab, under Committed
batches, click the double arrows next to a batch to expand its row. On the action bar, click View
exception report. To view the batch exception report from the batch commit status page, click View
exception report under Reports. For information about this report, see Batch Exception Report.

Batch Commit Status Page
When a batch is committed, the program automatically generates a commit status page for the batch.
When the batch is committed to the database, the commit status page records and displays the
settings selected when you run the commit process.
To access the commit status page of a batch, select the batch in the Committed batches grid and click
Committed in the Status column.
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Note: To return to the Batch Entry page, you can click the Batch entry link at the top of the batch
commit status page.
Under Batch commit process parameters, the parameters of the batch committal appear. This
information includes the batch number, information about its output selection and exception batch,
and whether to delete the batch after committal. You enter this information when you commit the
batch to the database.
Under Batch commit status, information about the committal process appears. This information
includes the status of the commit process, the start and end times of the commit process, the user who
ran the commit process, the total number of records processed, and how many of those records did
and did not successfully commit to the database.

Batch Search
After you add a batch, you can use Batch search to search for and open the batch at any time. Before
working in batches, we recommend you search for a batch to see if it already exists. You can use Batch
search in Administration or from the action bar on the Batch Entry page.
Your batch search can be broad or specific, depending on the criteria you select. To retrieve the
records you need, we recommend you carefully select criteria and enter detailed information. For
example, you can use Batch number, Description, Status, and Batch type. For searches returning
more than 100 batches, only the first 100 appear in the results.
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Batch Data Entry
In Batch entry, you can create and manage batches using the Uncommitted Batches and Committed
Batches tabs.
Note: To access the Batch Entry page, click Batch entry in Administration and click Batch entry.
After you add a batch, you can enter or edit data using the batch data entry screen. From this screen,
you enter information about each record in a separate row of the grid. The grid has the look and feel
of a spreadsheet with each row in the spreadsheet representing a separate record. Within the grid, you
can quickly access information about each record, add and edit records, and attach row comments
using the toolbar ribbon at the top of the screen. The options on the batch data entry screen depend
on the selected batch type.
Tip: There is no limit to the number of records you can enter in a batch.
You can edit a batch only when its batch workflow status enables it. For more information about batch
workflows, see Configure Batch Workflows on page 15.
To enter or edit a batch for data entry, in the Uncommitted batches grid, click the double arrows next
to a batch to expand its row. On the action bar, click Edit batch.
Note: Before you create and manage batches, you must first specify batch numbering schemes,
workflows, and templates. For more information about these configuration tasks, see Batch
Configuration on page 11.
Tip: Several reports are available to help you track the records entered in a batch and correct the
exceptions generated when you commit a batch. For more information, see Batch Entry Reports.

Batch Data Entry Screen
On the batch data entry screen, you enter information about each record in a separate row of the
batch. From this screen, you can perform various actions associated with Batch entry. The options on
the batch data entry screen depend on the selected batch type.
To access the batch data entry screen, in the Uncommitted batches grid, click the double arrows next
to a batch to expand its row. On the action bar, click Edit batch.
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Tip: A minimized batch data entry screen appears as a link at the bottom right of your browser. To
maximize the screen, click the link.
l

l
l

The toolbar and menu bar above the grid on the batch data entry screen contain buttons that
represent common tasks related to data entry.
To move quickly to the first field of the next batch row, click CTRL ENTER on your keyboard.
On the batch data entry screen, in the data entry grid, you enter information about each record
you want to add or update. When you commit the batch, each row of the grid that contains
information becomes a record.

Note: To support data entry for credit card transactions processed externally, when you enter
credit card numbers with four digits or fewer, other credit card information is not required.

Batch Entry Toolbar
As you enter information into a batch, you can use the toolbar ribbon to quickly find commands you
need to complete a task. The tasks on the toolbar ribbon are unique to each batch type, and are
grouped together under sections. Each section on the toolbar ribbon relates to a type of activity, such
as Configuration, Processes, or Messages.
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To quickly perform tasks on the toolbar ribbon using your keyboard, click Ctrl + M. Shortcut keys are
then displayed over each task that is available in the current view.
To access a task on the toolbar ribbon, click the corresponding letter. To exit the shortcut key display
mode, you can select Esc, or simply click your mouse.
To move quickly to the first field of the next batch row, click CTRL ENTER on your keyboard.

Batch Data Entry Grid
Within the batch data entry grid, you can quickly access information about each record, add and edit
records, and attach row comments. The tasks that display on the toolbar depend on the batch type. We
recommend you familiarize yourself with the tasks on the toolbars as well as the various shortcut keys.
Tip: To quickly perform tasks on the toolbar ribbon using your keyboard, click Ctrl + M. Shortcut
keys are then displayed over each feature that is available in the current view. To access a task, click
the corresponding letter. To exit the shortcut key display mode, select Esc, or simply click your
mouse.
In the batch data entry grid, each row of the spreadsheet that contains information becomes a new
record or updates an existing record when you commit the batch to the database. The selected batch
template defines which fields appear in the spreadsheet and the order in which they appear. When a
column is not applicable to the record you enter, the field is disabled. For example, in a constituent
batch, some fields for an individual constituent, such as Gender or Birth date, are not applicable to an
organization constituent. When you select "Organization" in the Constituent type field, the program
disables all fields associated with individual constituents.
Tip: In the batch data entry grid, some fields also include a sub grid that displays several associated
fields for data entry. For example, when you click in the Phones field in the batch data entry grid, a
sub grid displays additional fields, such as Phone type, Seasonal start, and Seasonal end.

Batch Data Entry Tasks
The toolbar above the grid on the batch data entry screen contains buttons that represent common
tasks for batch data entry.
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Delete a Row from the Batch Data Entry Grid
You can easily delete a row from the data entry grid of a batch. For example, you may need to delete a
row because you accidentally entered the same record twice.

Delete a row from the data entry grid of a batch
1. On the batch data entry screen, select the rows to delete from the batch.
l
l

To select a single row, click the row number to the left of the row in the data entry grid.
To select multiple rows, press SHIFT on your keyboard as you click the row number to the
left of each row; to select non-consecutive rows, press CTRL on your keyboard as you
select each row.

2. Press DELETE on your keyboard. A message appears to confirm the deletion.
3. Click Yes. You return to the batch data entry screen.

Export Batch Data Entry
You can easily export data entered in a batch for use in Microsoft Excel, such as to do a quick spot
check of the data you entered in the batch.

Export batch data entry to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
1. On the batch data entry screen, click Export on the toolbar. The program opens the contents of
the data entry grid in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
Tip: To quickly perform tasks on the toolbar ribbon using your keyboard, click Ctrl + M.
Shortcut keys are then displayed over each feature that is available in the current view. To
access a task, click the corresponding letter. To exit the shortcut key display mode, select Esc,
or simply click your mouse.
2. Specify a location and save the Excel spreadsheet. You return to the batch data entry screen.

Find and Replace Field Values in a Batch
On the batch data entry screen, press CTRL + F on your keyboard to search for a value in the batch.
Depending on your Internet browser, one or more find fields appear.
Use the find fields to search for a value in the batch data entry grid. Values that match your search
criteria appear highlighted in the grid.

Set a Row Message
When you enter data into a batch, you can add a message for a particular row of the data entry grid.
For example, an approver reviews a batch and notices a correction that needs to be made. The
approver can set a message for the row with the error and send the batch back to the batch processor.
The batch processor can use the row message to determine what to correct.
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Set a message for a row of batch data entry
1. On the batch data entry screen, select the row to add a message.
2. On the toolbar, click Set row message. The Set message for row screen appears.
Tip: To quickly perform tasks on the toolbar ribbon using your keyboard, click Ctrl + M.
Shortcut keys are then displayed over each feature that is available in the current view. To
access a task, click the corresponding letter. To exit the shortcut key display mode, select Esc,
or simply click your mouse.
3. In the text box, enter the message for the row.
4. Click OK. You return to the batch data entry screen. To review the row message, click the icon on
the row. The row message displays below the selected row.
Note: You can remove a row message from a batch.

Clear a Row Message
You can remove a row message when it is no longer applicable. For example, the batch processor
receives a batch with a row of data entry with a message set about a correction to make. Once the
processor corrects the batch, the message can be removed from the row. You can remove each row
message one at a time, or you can remove all row messages from a batch at once.
l

l

To clear a message from a single row of batch data entry, select the row and click Clear row
message from the grid toolbar.
To clear all row messages from a batch data entry screen, click Clear all from the grid toolbar.
Tip: To quickly perform tasks on the toolbar ribbon using your keyboard, click Ctrl + M.
Shortcut keys are then displayed over each feature that is available in the current view. To
access a task, click the corresponding letter. To exit the shortcut key display mode, select Esc,
or simply click your mouse.

Customize the Fields in a Batch
You can customize the fields and default settings included in a batch template. You can adjust the
fields and default settings when you first add the batch or during the batch data entry process.
When you create a batch template, you assign security permissions to customize fields within a batch
based on system roles. When you do not have rights to customize fields within a batch, the Available
field options frame is disabled, and you can only edit field defaults. For more information about batch
template security, see Add a Batch Template on page 20.

Customize the fields in a batch
1. On the batch data entry screen, click Customize fields on the toolbar. The Customize fields for
batch screen appears.
Tip: To quickly perform tasks on the toolbar ribbon using your keyboard, click Ctrl + M. Shortcut
keys are then displayed over each feature that is available in the current view. To access a task, click
the corresponding letter. To exit the shortcut key display mode, select Esc, or simply click your
mouse.
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Note: You can also access the Customize fields for batch screen when you first add the batch to
the database. On the Add a batch screen, in the Batch template field, select the batch template to
customize and click Field options.
2. To change the default settings of a field in the batch, select the field in the Selected fields
column and, in the Field defaults frame, select its default setting.
3. Add or remove fields in the batch or adjust the order of the fields in the batch as necessary.
• To add a field to the batch, select the field in the Available field options box and click the
right arrow button. The field appears in the Selected fields column. To set a default setting for
the field, select it in the grid and, in the Field defaults frame, select its default setting.
• To remove a field from the batch, select the field in the Selected fields column and click the
left arrow button. The field is enabled in the Available field options box and no longer
appears in the Selected fields column.
• To adjust the order of new or existing fields in the batch, select the field to move in the
Selected fields column and click the up or down arrow button.
4. Click Save. You return to the batch data entry screen.

Batch Validation
Batch validation helps your data remain consistent and error-free.
Validation occurs at different times during data entry. When you enter batches manually in Batch
entry, the program flags simple errors as you enter data and more complex errors once you save the
batch. To initiate validation at any point during data entry, click Validate on the toolbar of the data
entry screen. When committing a batch, on the Commit parameters screen, you can also select
Validate batch before committing.
The list below includes examples of validation errors and their solutions:

Missing required fields
For missing required fields, ensure the field is populated. In other cases, you may need to deselect the
field as required when customizing fields for the batch. For more information, see Customize the
Fields in a Batch on page 147.

Incorrectly formatted fields
When incorrectly formatted fields exist, a red X appears in your batch data entry row. A common
formatting error is an incorrect email address.

Duplicate constituents
Ensure duplicate constituents do not exist in your database. For more information, see Resolve
Duplicate Constituents in a Batch on page 150.

Account or account segment errors
Ensure the GL mapping is up-to-date or the segment is defined. For more information, see the GL
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Setup Guide.

Validate a Batch
When you validate a batch, the program examines all the information entered in the batch to
determine whether data entry errors exist. Before you update the status of a batch, we recommend you
validate the batch to locate any data entry errors. When the program finishes its batch validation, a
message appears to tell you the results of the validation. For each data entry error found, an exception
is created and appears on the batch data entry screen. To submit or approve the batch without
difficulty, correct any exceptions found.

Validate the data entry of a batch
1. On the batch data entry screen, click Validate from the toolbar. The program automatically
searches the data entry for exceptions.
Tip: To quickly perform tasks on the toolbar ribbon using your keyboard, click Ctrl + M. Shortcut
keys are then displayed over each feature that is available in the current view. To access a task, click
the corresponding letter. To exit the shortcut key display mode, select Esc, or simply click your
mouse.
2. When the validation is complete, a message appears to inform you of the validation results.
3. Click OK. You return to the batch data entry screen.
For rows with errors, click the red error icon to display the error message. Fields with errors
display a red mark in the upper right corner of the field. You can also hover your mouse over
the field to display the error message.

4. Update the batch data entry as necessary to resolve the exceptions. For more information
about how to resolve exceptions, see Resolve Batch Exceptions on page 154.
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Resolve Duplicate Constituents in a Batch
When you validate a Constituent Batch, the program automatically runs a duplicate check to find any
existing constituents that may match constituents in the batch. When the match confidence score for a
pair of constituents falls within the range defined for possible matches, the program flags the
incoming record as a potential duplicate and displays an exception in the batch data entry grid. To
view information about the possible duplicate, click the message and use the duplicate resolution
screen to decide whether to update the existing constituent or add a new constituent record.

Resolve duplicates in a Constituent Update batch
Note: The Possible duplicate matches screen appears for Constituent Update batches. The
Duplicate record check screen appears for Constituent batches. For more information about the
Duplicate record check screen, see Resolve duplicates in Constituent batches on page 153.
1. From a validated batch that contains exceptions, find a row in the grid with a yellow caution
symbol. Click the symbol and a duplicate records message appears under the row.

2. Click the message. The Possible duplicate matches screen appears.
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Warning: The Possible duplicate matches screen does not appear when you turn off matching via
the Enable/disable matching configuration task in Administration.
The Incoming constituent data column displays information from the new record.
The Potential Matches column on the right lists all existing constituents in the database that
are possible matches, ranked from the highest to lowest match confidence score. The
percentage represents the degree of similarity between the first names, last/organization
names, middle names, suffixes, titles, addresses, and zip codes. For more information about
the match confidence score, see the Duplcate Constituents and Merge Tasks Guide.
When you select a constituent in the Potential matches column, its information appears in the
middle column so you can compare the incoming and existing records side-by-side. Black
fields are exact matches. Red fields are similar but need careful review. After you compare the
records, you can do one of the following:
• When you decide the incoming constituent is not a duplicate, click Add this as a new record.
The screen displays the name and contact information for the new record. Click Save to create
a new record, or if you change your mind, you can click Don't add this as a new record to
return to the previous screen.
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• When you decide the incoming constituent matches an existing constituent, click Confirm this
record as a match. Additional options appear. You can evaluate each red field and decide
what to do with the incoming data: When you select to add or update a field, it appears green
in the existing constituent column. When you select to ignore a field, it appears stricken
through in the incoming constituent column.
a. To discard all new or conflicting data from the incoming constituent, click Ignore all.
b. To automatically apply the constituent update rules, click Use my organization's rules. For
example, when you click Use my organization's rules, the program automatically adds the
incoming phone number to the existing record. As a reference, the list of update rules
appears in the Tips column. For information about constituent update rules, see the
Duplicate Constituents and Merge Tasks Guide.
c. To add the name as an alias to the existing constituent, click Add as alias. To add the
address, email, or phone number as primary or secondary on the existing constituent (rather
than replace the existing value), click Add and select Add as primary or Add as secondary.
When the incoming constituent has information that is blank on the existing constituent, you
can click Add to add that data to the existing record.
Note: When the existing constituent has multiple addresses, phone numbers, or emails, use the
drop-down to select which one to display.
Note: Click more to view the history of changes for each field on the address, phone number, or
email.
d. To discard the incoming value (neither add a new value nor update the existing value), click
Ignore.
e. To replace the existing name, address, email, or phone number with the incoming value,
click Update existing and select whether to update all fields or to select individual fields to
update. If you select Update all name/address/email/phone number fields, the program
moves all fields of that type to the existing constituent. If you select Select fields to update,
the Ignore and Update current options appear so you can handle each field individually.
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3. Click Save to save your changes to the existing record, or if you change your mind, you can
click View other potential matches to return to the previous screen.
Note: When you select Automatically go to the next duplicate exception, the program
automatically opens the next record in the batch with possible matches when you click Save.
4. Click Save and close to save the batch and return to the Uncommitted batches tab.
Note: For Constituent Update batches, the program updates existing constituents with changes
when you commit the batch.

Resolve duplicates in Constituent batches
1. On the batch data entry screen, click Validate on the toolbar.
Note: The duplicate record check screen appears for Constituent batches.
When the validation finds a possible duplicate constituent, “This constituent might be a
duplicate” appears under the constituent in the grid.
2. Click the message. The Duplicate record check screen appears.
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Warning: The Possible duplicate matches screen will not appear if you turn off matching via the
Enable/disable matching configuration task in Administration.
The box displays the information entered for a new constituent in the batch. The grid displays
information about possible duplicate constituents found in your database. In the grid,
the % Match column displays the likelihood that the constituent from the database is the
constituent entered in the batch.
3. To determine whether the constituent entered in the batch is already in your database,
compare the constituent information from the batch with the information about the possible
duplicate constituents.
• To replace the new constituent in the batch with a constituent in the database, select the
constituent in the grid and click Replace with selected constituent. You return to the batch
data entry screen.
• To keep the new constituent information in the batch, click Ignore. You return to the batch
data entry screen. The program flags the constituent as a new constituent so it does not
include the constituent information if you validate the batch again.
• To neither replace nor ignore the constituent information, such as if you require additional
research before you decide whether the constituent is a duplicate, click Cancel. You return to
the batch data entry screen.

Resolve Batch Exceptions
Batch exceptions are records in batches that cannot be validated or committed until you fix an issue. In
an uncommitted batch, warning symbols appear next to rows that have issues.
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When the row has an error such as a missing required field or a field in the wrong format, a red X
appears. When you click the X, the row expands to display information about each of the errors. A red
triangle also appears in the top right corner of each field with an error. When you place your cursor
over the triangle, the full error message appears. Once you correct an imported field error or missing
required field, the grid updates automatically and removes those indicators. Indicators for other types
of errors do not clear until you save or validate the batch.
Tip: To display all error messages, click Show all on the toolbar.
To filter the batches grid by exception type, click Filter from the toolbar. After you select a filter, click
Apply. The batch reloads and shows only records that have the specified error message.
A Dismiss option may appear for imported batches when errors are detected for unrequired fields. For
example, this option appears when an unrequired field contains an invalid date format or a country not
included in the Countries and states code table. You must resolve these errors before you can
commit the row. You can correct the value in the field or select Dismiss to leave the field blank. When
you have several of these types of errors, you should review your import settings. When the import
settings are correct, the import file probably has poor quality data that the vendor must correct.
Tip: To dismiss all errors, click Clear all on the toolbar. This clears all fields that caused the error
messages.
When the record is a potential duplicate, a yellow caution symbol appears next to the row. When you
click the caution symbol, the row expands to provide a link to the duplicate resolution screen. On this
screen, you can view information about possible duplicates and decide whether to update the existing
record or add a new record. For more information about how to resolve duplicates in a batch, see
Resolve Duplicate Constituents in a Batch on page 150
The grid also displays a white symbol with an "i" for any row that has a message set. When you click on
this symbol, the row expands to display the message. These are often reminders. For example,
message may recommend you check the spelling of a name. You cannot commit the row until you
clear the row message.
You can resolve errors at multiple points in the batch process. When you enter batches manually in
Batch entry, the program flags simple errors as you enter data and more complex errors once you
save the batch. Batch validation catches any additional errors not already found. When you import
batches and choose to validate but not commit, when you open the uncommitted batch, you can
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resolve errors and then commit. When you commit batches, you can select to create an exception
batch which contains all records that do not commit to the database. You can open the exception
batch, resolve any additional errors and then commit again. For more information about working with
exception batches, see Batch Exception Chain on page 156.

Batch Exception Chain
When you commit a batch, you can select to create an exception batch, which contains all records that
do not commit to the database. From this exception batch, you can correct any errors that prevent the
committal of records. After you correct the data, you can then commit the exception batch to
automatically create or update the records in the database.
When you commit the exception batch, you can select to create another exception batch of any
records that still do not commit to the database. Depending on the size of the original batch and the
number of exceptions, you may generate several exception batches before you successfully commit all
records from the original batch to the database. On the Batch Exception Chain page, you can view all
batches related to a selected batch. To access the Batch Exception Chain page for a batch, select the
batch on the Batch Entry page and click the batch number.
The Batch Exception Chain page displays all batches related to the batch in order of their committal
dates, with the original batch listed first. In the grid, the batch from which you access the exception
chain appears in bold. For each batch, you can view its number, description, owner, category, and
committal status.
From the grid, you can access the batch data entry screen to open a committed batch, and view its
records. You can also view a control report or an exception report for a committed batch. The batch
control report lists the records in the batch that were committed to the database and provides
information about each record. The batch exception report contains information about the records
that did not commit to the database and explains why each record did not commit. Batch Exception
Report
For an uncommitted batch, you can access the batch data entry screen to correct data if necessary and
ensure its committal.
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Import
On the Import page, you manage the import processes in your database. To access the Import page,
from Administration, click Import. The Import page appears.
With Import, you can easily move data from one program to another. Import is particularly useful when
your organization maintains multiple databases or when you frequently move information in and out
of the database. In Import, you can create a batch to enter new records in the database or update
existing records.
For example, using a spreadsheet from an outside application such as Microsoft Excel, you gather a
large amount of information about potential donors including names, addresses, and other related
data. It is logical to bring this data into your database, in bulk, using a batch. To do this, you add a
import process, select a batch template, and specify and map fields from your import file to the fields
that will ultimately display in the batch. The fields necessary to import or update information depend
on the selected batch template.

Note: Before you can create import processes, the system administrator must first configure the
import source file locations used for import processes. For information about how to configure the
import sources, see Configure Import Sources on page 162.
The Import processes grid displays information about the import processes in the database and the
import file used for each process. This information includes the name, associated batch template, and
information about the last time the process ran. Depending on your security rights and system role,
you can perform various tasks to manage the import processes in the database from the action bar.

Configure Import File Templates
An import file mapping template specifies how to map fields from an import file to a batch template.
The template allows you to map fields once rather than manually mapping them each time you create
an import process.
You can create templates for delimited and fixed-width import files. For delimited files, this is a onestep process where you map fields from a sample import file to batch template fields. For fixed-width
files, mapping instructions are defined by an external layout file provided by your vendor. This file
includes (at a minimum) a column of field names and three columns of numbers that represent the
start and end positions and character widths for each field. You map the fixed-width layout file in two
steps. First, you map the field name and start and end positions to their program values. Second, you
map the import fields to the batch template fields. As you map import file fields, the program
automatically calculates start positions, end positions, and field widths based on instructions from the
layout file.
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After you create an import file mapping template, you can use it with any import process associated
with the same batch template. You may need to create custom batch templates to accommodate your
vendor's import file format. For example, when an import file includes columns for batch or file
summary information, you must include those columns in your batch template as well.
Tip: On the Map fields tab of an Add or Edit import process screen, you can select the import file
template to use.

Add or edit a delimited import file template
1. From Administration, click Import. The Import page appears.
2. Under Configuration, click Import file templates. The Import File Templates page appears.
3. Select Add, Delimited template. The Add a delimited file mapping template screen appears.

4. In the Name field, enter a name to identify the file mapping template.
5. In the Batch template field, select the batch template to associate with this mapping
template.
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6. Under Sample file, in the File location field, select the location of the import file to base the
mapping template on.
• From server file: Select this option to choose the file from the network directory import
source. In the Import file field, select the sample file.
• From local file: Select this option to choose the file from your workstation. In the Import file
field, click the green arrow to browse to the import file.
7. To specify the first row of the import file as the header row, select First row is header.
8. In the File delimiter field, select the character used to separate values in the file. You can use
any delimiter except spaces and tabs.
9. When the import file includes prefix characters to identify rows in the import file that contain
detail records, select Detail record row prefix characters and enter the characters used, such
as "DR" for "detail row." When the file uses prefixes, they always appear in the first column.
10. The Batch template column of the grid lists the columns from the selected batch template.
To map the columns, in the Import file column, select the column from the selected import
file that matches the batch template column.
11. To automatically match columns in the import file to columns in the batch template, click
Auto-map. The program attempts to match the columns of the selected batch template to
similarly named columns in the selected import file. You can adjust these as necessary.
12. When, in the Import file column, Collection field appears for a field, select the field and click
Map collection field. The Collection field column map screen for the selected field appears.
a. Collection fields can support multiple entries. In the Number field, enter the number of
entries to import for the collection field. In the grid, the fields required for each entry
appear.
b. The Collection field column of the grid displays the fields required for each imported entry.
In the Import file column, select the data from the selected import file that matches the
collection field. Click OK. You return to the Add a delimited file mapping template screen.
13. When the import file includes rows with batch summary data, select Batch summary row
prefix characters and enter the prefix characters used, such as "BS."
14. When the import file includes rows with file summary information, select File summary row
prefix characters and enter the prefix characters used, such as "FS."
15. Click Save. You return to the Import File Templates page.

Add or edit a fixed-width import file template
1. From Administration, click Import. The Import page appears.
2. Under Configuration, click Import file templates. The Import File Templates page appears.
3. Select Add, Fixed-width template. The Add a fixed-width file mapping template screen
appears on the Step 1: Read file columns form.
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4. In the Name field, enter a name to identify the file mapping template.
5. In the Batch template field, select the batch template to associate with this mapping
template.
6. Under Layout file, in the File location field, select the location of the layout file to base the
mapping template on. The layout file specifies the start and end position and field length for
each field in the import file.
• From server file: Select this option to choose a file from the network directory import source.
In the Layout file field, select the layout file from the drop-down.
• From local file: Select this option to choose a file from your workstation. Click the green
arrow to browse to the layout file.
7. To specify the first row of the import file as the header row, select First row is header.
8. In the Layout file column mapping grid, select the column from the layout file that maps to
the Field name, Start position, or End position layout value in the program. You must map all
three of these values.
9. To automatically match columns in the layout file to program layout values, click Auto-map.
The program attempts to match the program layout values to similarly named columns in the
selected layout file. You can adjust these as necessary.
10. Click Next. The Step 2: Map file to batch columns form appears. On this form, you map batch
template columns with columns in the import file.
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11. When the import file includes prefix characters to identify rows in the import file that contain
detail records, select Detail record row prefix characters and enter the characters used, such
as "DR" for "Detail Row." When the file uses prefixes, they always appear in the first column.
12. The Batch template column of the grid lists the columns from the selected batch template. In
the Import file column, select the column from the selected import file that matches the
batch template column. As you select import file columns, the Start position, End position,
and Field width values update automatically based on specifications from the selected layout
file.
To automatically match columns in the import file to fields in the batch template, click Automap. The program attempts to match the columns of the selected batch template to similarly
named columns in the selected import file. You can adjust these as necessary.
13. When Collection field appears in the Import file column, select the field and click Map
collection field. The Collection field column map screen for the selected field appears.
• Collection fields can support multiple entries. In the Number field, enter the number of
entries to import for the collection field. In the grid, the fields required for each entry appear.
• The Collection field column of the grid displays the fields required for each imported entry.
In the Import file column, select the data from the selected import file that matches the
collection field. Click OK to return to the Add a fixed-width file mapping template screen.
14. When the import file includes rows with batch summary data, select Batch summary row
prefix characters and enter the prefix characters used to identify the rows, such as "BS."
15. When the import file includes rows with file summary information, select File summary row
prefix characters and enter the prefix characters used to identify the rows, such as "FS."
16. To save the mapping template and return to the Import File Templates page, click Save.
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Configure Import Sources
Before you can create import processes, the system administrator must configure the import source
locations where import files are stored on Secured FTP servers or a shared network directory. Each
source includes a URL or file path and the credentials to access the location. When you create a new
import process, you select the import source file location for that process.
Warning: When the path for a network directory import source is configured incorrectly, the SFTP
server import may fail. Since SFTP imports are dependent upon network setup, a failure may occur
even when the SFTP server import is configured correctly.

After an import process uses an SFTP import source, how does the program archive
it?
After an import process uses an SFTP import source, the program archives it under the directory path
that was defined for the network directory import source. This ensures the process does not import
the file again.
The folder name is generated from the import source name and ID (name_ID). If a sub-directory is
specified on the import, a folder with the same sub-directory name is created under the importname_
importID folder and the file is copied to this location. Note that the program does not remove the file
from the initial directory.

Add an SFTP server import source
1. From Administration, click Import. The Import page appears.
2. Under Configuration, click Configure import sources. The Import Sources page appears.
3. Click Add, SFTP server. The Add SFTP server import source screen appears.

4. In the Name field, enter a name to identify the import source.
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5. In the URL field, enter the URL for the SFTP server.
6. If your SFTP server requires a port number, enter it in the Port field.
7. Under Login credentials, enter the user name and password for the SFTP server.
8. To make sure the connection works properly, click Test connection.
9. Click Save. You return to the Import Sources page.

Configure a network directory import source
1. From Administration, click Import. The Import page appears.
2. Under Configuration, click Configure import sources. The Import Sources page appears.
3. Click Add, Network directory. The Add network directory import source screen appears.
Warning: You can configure only one network directory source. Once added, you cannot delete
it.

4. In the Name field, enter a name to identify the import source.
5. In the Directory path field, enter the location accessible from the web server where you store
import files. For example, enter a location on the web server such as “E:\importfiles,” or enter
a Uniform Naming Convention (UNC) path to a shared folder such as
“\\servername\importfiles.”
6. Under Login credentials, select one of these options:
• Use default login — Use the application user's network login.
• Use different login — When the directory path maps to a secured location, enter the user
name and password required for access.
Note: For security reasons, the program saves the password entered in the Password field in an
encrypted field in the database. When you edit the import source, the password is masked.
7. Click Save. You return to the Import Sources page.
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Generate Import Header File
To ease the mapping of fields to their corresponding header values in an import field, you can
generate a comma-separated value (*.csv) file that automatically includes the header values for a batch
template. After you enter data into the rows of this header file, you can then add an import process for
the file. When you click Auto-map on the Add import process screen, the program automatically
matches the fields of the batch template to their corresponding header values in the import file.

Generate a header file for import
1. From Administration, click Import. The Import page appears.
2. Under Tasks, click Generate import header file. The Generate header file screen appears.

3. In the Batch template field, select the batch template with the fields to include in the header
file.
4. Under Collection field, the grid displays the collection fields included in the selected batch
template. Collection fields can support multiple entries. In the Quantity column, enter the
number of entries to import for each collection field. For example, to import three phone
numbers for a constituent, enter "3" for the Phones collection field.
5. Click OK. The program automatically generates a *.csv file that contains a header row that
displays the name for each field included in the batch template. A message appears to ask
whether to open the header file.
6. The file opens in a spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel. Enter import data into the file
as necessary and save the file to your preferred location.
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Manage Import Processes
From the Import processes grid of the Import page, you can add, edit, and delete the import
processes in your database. You can also start a process and assign permissions. To access the Import
page, from Administration, click Import.

Add an Import Process
You can create an import process to generate a batch for adding or updating information from a file
created in another application. For example, during an event, you may not have access to the program.
Instead, you enter data in a word processing or spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel. After you
save your spreadsheet as a delimited or fixed-width file in the outside application, you can import the
information into your database. You can add an import process from the Import page of
Administration or from within Batch Entry.
Tip: You can also create recurring import processes for imports used multiple times with different
import files. For example, an import process can pull files with similar names repeatedly from the
same location.
Note: Before you can create import processes, the system administrator must configure at least one
import source for import processes.
To add an import process, select Add on the action bar of the Import page. The Select a batch
template screen appears where you can select a batch template to use as the basis for your new import
process.
Note: When a batch template you want to use does not display, consult your batch processing
manager. For example, the batch template may not display because it is not configured to enable
batch processing with imports.
After you select a batch template, click OK.
The Add import process screen displays and includes a series of tabs designed to walk you through the
process of adding an import process.
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On the Configure import file tab, enter the import process name and description, select a batch
owner, and specify the import type and source.
On the Map fields tab, you map import fields to batch template fields manually or select to use
an import file mapping template.
On the Set Options tab, specify options for import workflow, constituent matching, date
formats, fields, and constituent updates.

From any of the tabs, use Previous and Next to move between the tabs, or click the links at the top of
the screen.
Tip: A blue circle indicates the tabyou are currently using. When required information is missing, a
yellow warning appears.

Configure import file
1. From the Add import process screen, click Configure import file. The Configure import file
tab appears. For more information about how to access the Add import process screen, see
Add an Import Process on page 165.
Tip: Use Previous and Next to move between the tabs, or click the links at the top of the screen.
A blue circle indicates the tab you are currently using. When required information is missing, a
yellow warning appears.
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2. In the Name field, enter a name to help identify the import process. The name of each import
process must be unique.
Tip: You can enter up to 100 characters in this field.
3. In the Description field, enter a description to identify the import process in your database.
Tip: You can enter up to 255 characters in this field.
4. In the Batch owner field, select the batch processor to receive the batch created by the
import process.
5. Under Import file, select the import's occurrence:
• Once — select this option to use the import process only once.
• Recurring — select this option to use the import process multiple times with different import
files. For example, an import process can pull files with similar names repeatedly from the
same location.
6. To specify the first row of the import file as the header row, select First row is header.
7. In the Import source field, select an import source location where import files are stored on
SFTP servers or shared network directories. For more information about import sources, see
Configure Import Sources on page 162.
• Local file — When you select Once as the import type, you can select a file from your current
workstation.
• Network directory — When you select Once as the import type, you can select the network
directory import source and enter a file pattern in the File field.
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• SFTP server — When you select Once or Recurring as the import type, you can select an SFTP
server import source. When the URL entered on the SFTP import source does not already
include a subdirectory, you can enter one in the Subdirectory field.
8. When you select an SFTP server or network directory import source, you can enter a pattern
for file names using wildcards (*,?,[],#) in the File field. This allows the import process to pull
files with similar names from the same location. For example, if your organization downloads
a file from an SFTP site each night and the file is always named Import plus a version number
(i.e., Import123.csv), enter the file name as "Import*.csv." The import process will grab all new
files in the folder that fits the pattern, such as Import4 or Import79.
Warning: To ensure foreign characters appear correctly in an imported batch, the import file
must be encoded as UTF-8.
Tip: After an import process uses an SFTP import source, the program archives it under the
directory path that was defined for the network directory import source.This ensures the process
does not import the file again.
9. Click Next to move to the Map fields tab.

Map fields
1. From the Add import process screen, click Map fields. The Map fields tab appears. For more
information about how to access the Add import process screen, see Add an Import Process
on page 165.
Tip: Use Previous and Next to move between the tabs, or click the links at the top of the screen.
A blue circle indicates the tab you are currently using. When required information is missing, a
yellow warning appears.
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2. Under Field mapping, select whether to map import fields to batch template fields manually
or to use an import file mapping template. When you select Use file mapping template,
select the mapping template. For more information about mapping templates, see Configure
Import File Templates on page 157.
When you select Manually, the Batch template column section of the grid lists the fields
from the selected batch template. In the Import file column section, select the heading from
the selected import file that matches the batch template field. You can also select the
character used to separate values in the file.
To automatically match fields in the import file to fields in the batch template, click Auto
map. The program attempts to match the fields of the selected batch template to similarly
named columns in the selected import file. You can adjust these as necessary.
Note: For a volunteer timesheet batch, we recommend you use Lookup ID for the Volunteer field.
Note: For a membership batch, we recommend you use Lookup ID for the Name field.
3. In the Import file column section, when Collection field appears for a field, select the field
and click Map collection field. The Collection field column map screen for the selected field
appears.
a. Collection fields can support multiple entries. In the Number field, enter the number of
entries to import for the collection field. In the grid, the fields required for each entry
appear.
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b. The Collection field column section of the grid displays the fields required for each
imported entry. In the Import file column section, select the data from the selected import
file that matches the collection field.
c. Click OK. You return to the Add import process screen.
4. Click Next to move to the Set options tab.

Set options
1. From the Add import process screen, click Set options. The Set options tab appears. For more
information about how to access the Add import process screen, see Add an Import Process
on page 165.
Tip: Use Previous and Next to move between the tabs, or click the links at the top of the screen.
A blue circle indicates the tab you are currently using. When required information is missing, a
yellow warning appears.

2. On the Import workflow tab, select which action to perform after batches are imported.
• Do nothing: Select this option to manually validate and commit the batch at a later time. Use
this option when another user must review the batch before you commit it, or when you need
to skip the extra validation process to ensure the batch commits on time.
• Validate new batches but do not commit any records: Select this option to validate the
batch and then later commit it manually. Use this option when another user must review
records before you commit the batch and time allows for the extra validation process. For
example, you can schedule the validation to run overnight and then manually review and
commit the batch in the morning.
• Commit batches if they have no batch exceptions: Select this option to validate the batch
and then commit it automatically if there are no batch exceptions. Use this option when you
need to enter records quickly, but you also want to manually review any errors.
• Commit all valid rows from new batches: Select this option to validate the batch and then
automatically commit each valid row. If a row does not validate, the program adds it to an
exception batch that you can review later. Use this option when you need to add data as
quickly as possible.
3. Select the Constituent matching tab.
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Note: Options on the Constituent matching tab do not apply if the feature is not turned on via the
Enable/disable matching configuration task in Administration.
Note: The Constituent matching tab is available only for imports that use the Constituent Update
batch template. The settings default from the Constituent Matching Settings page in
Administration or from the associated batch template if that template uses different thresholds.
For more information about constituent matching settings, see the Administration Guide.

4. You can use matching settings to identify records in the batch that may already exist as
constituents in your database. When you select Use batch template settings, the percentages
default from the batch template selected for the import. To change the default settings, clear
Use batch template settings and select Check for records that match existing constituents.
The thresholds defined on this tab apply to all batches produced from this import process.
a. Edit the percentage range for the Matched constituents threshold. Imported records with
match scores in this range likely match records that already exist in the database. When the
program finds a match, it automatically assigns the record ID from the existing record to the
matched record in the import.
Note: For Constituent Update batches, the program may update the existing constituent
with information from the incoming constituent according to the constituent update rules.
For more information, see the Administration Guide.
b. Edit the percentage range for the Possible matches threshold. Records with match scores in
this range are similar enough to existing records to be possible matches, but different
enough to require manual review. The program prompts you to compare the matched
constituents and to choose whether to update the existing record or create a new one for
the incoming constituent.
c. The percentage range for the No match threshold is based on your settings for the upper
thresholds. Imported records with match scores in this range probably do not match an
existing record.
The program creates a new record behind the scenes and requires no actions from users.
5. Select the Date formats tab.
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6. Under Date format, Fuzzy dates, and Month/day format, specify how dates appear in the
imported data. Select the format from the drop-down list, or enter date specifiers to specify
the format. The Example field displays how a date appears in the selected format.

Date Specifier

Description

Example

d

Numerical day of the month, single-digit

4

dd

Numerical day of the month, double-digit

04

ddd

Abbreviated day name

Fri

dddd

Full day name

Friday

M

Numerical month, single-digit

7

MM

Numerical month, double-digit

07

MMM

Abbreviated month name

Jul

MMMM

Full month name

July

yy

Year, two-digits

80

yyyy

Year, four-digits

1980

Note: A “fuzzy date” is an incomplete date. The data in the import file may include incomplete
dates. For example, a fuzzy birth date of a constituent may include the month and year, but not the
day.
7. Select the Other tab.
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8. Under Code table fields, select whether the import file contains the translation or ID value of
data to import from code tables. To add new entries to a code table when entries do not exist
for the fields in the import file, mark Add new entries. If you are unsure which to select,
consult your System Administrator.
9. Under Simple data list fields, select whether the import file contains the translation or ID
value of data to import from simple data lists. If you are unsure which to select, consult your
System Administrator.
10. Under Search list fields, select whether the import file contains the ID or Quick find value of
data to import from search lists. If you are unsure which to select, consult your System
Administrator.
Note: For an import process based on the constituent update batch template, if you select to
search list fields based on Quick find, the Constituent column within your import file must
contain the constituent lookup ID.
11. Under Other, select how to handle a blank value in the imported data. You can select to
import the blank value or use the default value from the selected batch template.
12. Click Save. You return to the Import page or Batch Entry page.

Import Workflow
The table below explains the items on the Import workflow tab under Set options. Use these options
to specify which action to perform after batches are imported.
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Screen
Item

Description

Do nothing

Select this option to manually validate and commit the batch at a later time. Use this option
when records must be reviewed by another user before the batch is committed, or when you
need to skip the extra validation process to ensure the batch is committed on time.

Validate new
batches but
do not
commit any
records

Select this option to validate the batch and then later commit the batch manually. Use this
option when records must be reviewed before the batch is committed and you have time for the
extra validation process. For example, you could schedule the validation to run overnight and
then manually review and commit the batch in the morning.

Commit
batches if
they have no
batch
exceptions

Select this option to validate the batch and then commit it automatically if there are no batch
exceptions. Use this option when you need to enter records quickly but you also want to
manually review if there are errors in the file. Note: You may receive exceptions during committal
for a batch that does not create exceptions during validation.

Commit all
valid rows
from new
batches:

Select this option to validate the batch and then automatically commit each valid row. If a row
does not validate, the program adds it to an exception batch which you can review later. Use this
option when you need to add data as quickly as possible.

Constituent Matching
The table below explains the items on the Constituent matching tab under Set options.
Note: Options on the Constituent matching tab do not apply if the feature is not turned on via the
Enable/disable matching configuration task in Administration.
Note: The Constituent matching tab is available only for imports that use Constituent Update batch
templates.

Screen Item Description
Use batch
template
settings

Select this option to use the constituent matching settings defined on the batch template. If
you update the matching settings on the associated batch template, the program updates
the settings on the import process accordingly.
To use custom settings for this import process, clear Use batch template settings to enable
the options below.
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Screen Item Description
Check for
Select this option to identify records in the import process that may already exist as
records that
constituents in your database. Thresholds defined on this screen apply to all batches
match existing produced from the import process.
records
Use the threshold settings to define your ranges for match confidence scores. Match
confidence compares field values from the imported record with existing records and assigns
match scores for fields weighted by the field type. Match confidence is calculated based on
the degree of similarity between the first names, last/organization names, middle names,
suffixes, titles, addresses, and zip codes. For more information about how match confidence
scores are calculated, see the Administration Guide.
Update
constituents

Edit the percentage range for the Matched constituents threshold. Imported records with
match scores in this range likely match records that already exist in the database. When the
program finds a match, it automatically assigns the record ID from the existing record to the
matched record in the import. This process occurs behind the scenes and requires no actions
from users.
Note: For Constituent Update batches, the program may update the existing constituent
with information from the incoming constituent according to the constituent update rules.
For more information, see the Administration Guide.
You can clear Update constituents to turn off automatic updates.

Review
constituents

Edit the percentage range for the Possible matches threshold. Records with match scores in
this range are similar enough to existing records to be possible matches, but different
enough to require manual review. The program prompts you to compare the matched
constituents and to choose whether to update the existing record or create a new one for
the incoming constituent. For more information about how to compare records on the
duplicate resolution screen, see Resolve Duplicate Constituents in a Batch on page 150.
You can clear Review constituents to turn off manual reviews. For example, you may clear
Review constituents on an import when you have a high volume of records and no time or
resources to manually compare records before committing. In this case, it might be better to
quickly add new records and then find and delete duplicates later on.

Add new
constituent

The percentage range for the No match threshold is based on your settings for the upper
thresholds. Imported records with match scores in this range probably do not match an
existing record.
The program creates a new record behind the scenes and requires no actions from users.

Date Formats
The table below explains the items on the Date formats tab under Set options.

Screen Item Description
Date format

Specify how complete date values are formatted in the import file. You can select the format
from the drop-down list or enter date specifiers to create a new format. The Example field
displays how a date appears in the selected format.iz
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Screen Item Description
Fuzzy dates

Specify how incomplete, or fuzzy, date values are formatted in the import file. You can select the
format from the drop-down list or enter date specifiers to create a new format. The Example
field displays how a date appears in the selected format.

Month/day
format

Specify how date values that include only a month and day are formatted in the imported data.
You can select the format from the drop-down list or enter date specifiers to create a new
format. The Example field displays how a date appears in the selected format.

Other
The table below explains the items on the Other tab under Set options.

Screen Item Description
Code table
fields

Select whether the import file contains the Translation or ID value of data to import from code
table fields. To add new entries to a code table when entries do not exist for fields in the import
file, mark Add new entries. If you are unsure which to select, consult your system
administrator.

Simple data
list fields

Select whether the import file contains the Translation or ID value of data to import from
simple data list fields. If you are unsure which to select, consult your system administrator.

Search list
fields

Select whether the import file contains the ID or Quick find value of data to import from search
list fields. If you are unsure which to select, consult your system administrator.
For an import process based on the constituent update batch template, if you select to search
list fields based on Quick find, the Constituent column within your import file must contain the
constituent lookup ID.

Other

Select how to handle a blank value in the imported data. You can select to import the blank
value (Blank value) or the default value from the selected batch template (Default value from
batch).

Start an Import Process
Once you add an import process to the database, you can run the process to import data and add the
batch to the database. You can run an import process directly from the Import page. In the Import
processes grid, click the double arrows next to a process to expand its row. On the action bar, click
Start import. The import process status page appears and displays the status of the process. When the
import process finishes, the Status field on the Recent Status tab displays "Completed."
For more information about the items on the status page, see Tabs of a Process Status Page.
Note: You can also start an import process from its status page. On the import process status page,
click Start process under Tasks.
When you run an import process, the program uses the selected batch template to import the
information in the selected import file into a new batch. After you run the import process, the new
batch appears on the Uncommitted Batches tab of the Batch Entry page.
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Note: When you import constituent records that do not include lookup IDs or system IDs into a
batch, the program automatically uses the name and address entered to verify the constituent does
not already exist in the database. When the program finds another constituent with the same
information, it links the constituent in the import file to the existing constituent record. When the
program finds multiple constituents with similar information, it flags the constituent in the batch as a
possible duplicate.
In Batch entry, you can add or edit data entry in the batch, submit the batch for approval, and commit
the batch to the database. When a batch is committed to the database, the program uses its
information to add or update records in the database. To access the Batch Entry page, from
Administration, click Batch entry. Batches created by an import process have a description of “Batch
created by the... import process”. For more information about the batch entry page, see on page 131.
Note: Depending on your security rights and system role, you can also edit the data entry of a batch
created by an import process from the import process status record. On the import process status
page, click Go to batch entry under Tasks. The data entry screen of the batch appears. For more
information about the batch data entry screen, see Batch Data Entry Screen on page 143.

Import Process Page
After you run an import process, you can view information about the process on its status page. These
details help you track transactions for auditing and reconciliation purposes from the original import
file, to a batch, and finally to a constituent record. This information also helps you quickly identify and
resolve issues in import files that prevent data from importing.
The summary section at the top of the page includes the current scheduling, batch template and file
mapping template, import file name, when the import was created, the number of times run, and the
number of batches created from the process.
Each time you run an import process, the program generates a status record for the instance. On the
Recent Status tab, you view the details about the most recent instance of the import process. On the
History tab, you view historical status record information about each instance of the process. On the
Job Schedules tab, you can view details about when the import process is scheduled to run.

Recent Status Tab
On the Recent Status tab, you view the details about the most recent instance of the import process.
These details include the status of the process; status message; the person who last started the process;
the start time, end time, and duration of the process; the name of the server most recently used to run
the process; the total number of records processed; how many of those records processed
successfully; and how many were import file exceptions. The tab also includes links to the last batch
created from the process and to the exception batch if exceptions occurred.
If there are batch validation errors in the import, such as missing data, these appear in the Exceptions
grid at the bottom.
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History Tab
Each time you run an import process, the program generates a status record for the instance. On the
History tab, you view historical status record information about each instance of the process. The
information in the grid includes the status, process type (Import or Import + Commit), import file
name, date and time started, duration, number of records processed, and server name.
When you select an instance, it expands to show additional information such as details about why an
import failed. If the import is set to commit batches automatically, this section includes the number of
records imported and committed, as well as links to the committed batch and exception batch if
exceptions occurred. If the import is not set to commit batches automatically, this section includes a
link to the uncommitted batch and displays the scheduled commit date and time. If the process fails,
you can click Export to export a copy of the import file to correct errors and then reimport. The View
report link appears for batch types with associated validation or control reports. For revenue batch
types, a totals section includes the projected vs. imported number of records and total revenue.
To reduce the amount of time it takes to find a process instance, you can filter the records that appear
in the grid. For example, you can select to view only status records with a Status of Did not finish.
Depending on your security rights and system role, you can delete a status record from the grid on the
History tab.

Delete a Status Record from the History Tab of a Process Status
Page
On the History tab of a process status page, you can delete a specific status record of the process.
When you delete a status record, you delete the specific instance and all of its history. To delete a
status record, select it and and click Delete.

Delete a status record from the History tab
1. On the History tab of the process status page, click the double arrows beside a status record
and click Delete. A confirmation message appears.
Note: You can filter the records in the grid by the status of the process to reduce the amount of
time it takes to find an instance of the process. For example, to search for a completed instance,
click the funnel icon, select "Completed" in the Status field, and click Apply. Only completed
instances appear in the grid.
2. Click Yes. You return to the History tab. The selected status record no longer appears.

Job Schedules Tab (Not Available on All Process Pages)
On the Job schedules tab, you can view the job schedules of the process in the database. The details in
this grid include the name, whether a job schedule is enabled, the frequency of the job schedule, the
start date and time and end date and time, and the date the job schedule was added and last changed
in the database. You enter this information when you set the job schedule of the process.
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Schedule Process Jobs
You can create a job schedule to automatically run a business process. When you create a schedule for
a process, the program exports and runs the process at the scheduled instance or interval. For example,
you can schedule a process to run at a time convenient for your organization, such as overnight.
Note: To create a job schedule from any tab of the process status page, click Create job schedule
under Tasks.
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Create a job schedule
1. On the Job schedules tab of the process, click Add. The Create job screen appears.

2. In the Job name field, enter a name for the scheduled process.
3. By default, the schedule is active. To suspend it, clear the Enabled checkbox.
4. In the Schedule type field, select how often to run the process. You can run a process once; on a
daily, weekly, or monthly basis; whenever SQL Server Agent service starts; or whenever the
computer is idle according to SQL Server Agent. Your selection determines which other fields are
enabled.
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a. For a process that runs once, select the date and time to run it.
b. For a process that runs on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, select the number of days,
weeks, or months between instances in the Occurs every field. For a weekly process, select
the day of the week to run it. For a monthly process, select the day of the month to run it.
For a process that runs on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, select whether to run it a single
time or at regular intervals on the days when it runs.
c. For a process that runs on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, select a start date and, if
necessary, an end date. To run the process indefinitely, select No end date.
5. To return to the Job schedules tab, click Save.

Create Job Screen
Screen Item Description
Job name

Enter a name for the job schedule.

Schedule type

Select how often to run the job schedule. You can run a process once; on a daily, weekly, or
monthly basis; whenever SQL Server Agent service starts; or whenever the computer is idle
according to SQL Server Agent.

Enabled

By default, the scheduled process is active. To suspend the process, clear this checkbox.

One-time
occurrence

For a process that runs once, select the date and time to run it.

Frequency

For a process that runs on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, select the number of days, weeks,
or months between instances in the Occurs every field.
For a weekly process, select the day of the week to run it.
For a monthly process, select the day of the month to run it.

Daily
frequency

For a process that runs on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, select whether to run it a single
time or at regular intervals on the days when it runs.
To run a process once, select Occurs once at and enter the start time.
To run a process at intervals, select Occurs every and enter the time between instances, as
well as a start time and end time.

Start date

For a process that runs on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, select a start date and, if
necessary, an end date. To run the process indefinitely, select No end date.

Edit Job Schedules
After you create a job schedule for a process, you can update it. For example, you can adjust its
frequency. You cannot edit the package to create the job schedule. To edit a job, select it and click
Edit.
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Edit a job schedule
1. On the Job schedules tab, select a job and click Edit. The Edit job screen appears. The options
on this screen are the same as the Create job screen. For information about these options,
refer to Create Job Screen on page 181.
2. Make changes as necessary. For example, in the Schedule type you can change how often to
run the process.
3. Click Save. You return to the Job schedules tab.

Delete Job Schedules
On the Job schedules tab of the status page, you can delete a job schedule of the process. This deletes
the scheduled job as well as changes made to it outside the program. To delete a job schedule, select
it and click Delete.

Delete a job schedule
1. On the Job schedules tab, select the job and click Delete. A confirmation screen appears.
2. Click Yes. You return to the Job schedules tab.

Start Process
This task allows you to start the selected business process from the process page.

Edit Process
This task allows you to edit the selected business process from the process page.

Create Job Schedule
This task allows you to create a job schedule that tells the application when to automatically run the
selected business process.

Delete Process
This task allows you to delete the selected business process from the process page. Before you delete
a process, we strongly recommend you back up your data. Unless you previously save the transmission
file or prenotification authorization file, once you delete the process, you can no longer use its output
file that contains the data extracted from your database.

Exception Report
When you run a process, the process status page appears and displays the number of records that did
and did not process. Records that fail to process are called exceptions. When there are exceptions, you
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can view the Exception Report for the generated process. This report lists the expectations generated
and explains why each did not process properly. You can view the most recent Exception Report from
the Recent status tab of the process page. If you want to view an older report, you can do so from the
History tab of the process page.

Process Status Report
When you execute a process, the process generates a status report which is housed on the Recent
status tab of the process page. For example, if you execute a sponsorship transfer process, the Transfer
Report appears on the Recent status tab which lists details about the transfer, such as all sponsors
included in the transfer, the original sponsorships, and the new sponsorships. A link to this report also
appears on the History tab of the process page. From this tab you can view any archived status reports.

Generate Windows Scripting File
A Windows Scripting File (*.wsf) is an executable script file format for Windows that can incorporate
VBScript (*.vbs) routines and include XML elements. To create a scripting file, click Generate WSF
under Tasks. Your browser prompts you to open or save the file.

Generate a Windows Scripting File
1. On the process that requires a Windows Scripting File, click Generate WSF under Tasks.
2. Your browser prompts you to open or save the file. To save the file, choose the file location.
Note: The download process varies according to the browser you use.

Generate a Header File
To personalize a communication with information specific to its topic or recipient, you can use merge
fields in your Microsoft Word (.docx) document. To specify the merge data to include in the document,
you must generate a header file that includes the merge fields. When you generate a header file, you
create a comma-separated values (*.csv) file based on an output format, with fields defined by the
program, or an export definition, with fields you define. In Word, you can use this header file to merge
the data with your document. To generate a header file for a communication, click Generate header
file under Tasks. The Generate header file screen appears.
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In the Output type field, select whether to use fields from a standard output format or an export
definition.
• If you select Output format, select the output format that contains the merge fields to include.
• If you select Export definition, search for and select the export definition that includes the merge
fields to include. For information about how to set up an export definition, refer to the Query and
Export Guide.
When you click OK, the browser downloads the header file, based on the selected output format or
export definition, for use in Word.

Go to Batch Entry
After running an import process, you can click Go to batch entry under Tasks to access the batch
created by the import process.
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